




PROJECTS

%2 easy-access drill-bit carousel

40 cedar-lined blanket chest
Install store-bought cedar strips to give your
chest's interior an authentic look and aroma.

48 turned top with a textured surface
56 steam-bending chamber and form

Use these simple shop projects to bend wood.

58 simply graceful plant stand
0nly six pieces make up this table, including three
curved, steam-bent legs.

68 expandable mitersaw platform
7i2 threefull-length wall inirrors

Choose the style option that best suits your home.

86 four whimsical keepsake boxes
Scrollsaw and assemble the dolphin, duck, teddy

TOOLS & MATERIALS
Z through-dovetail iigs under $SSO

We tested '10 router-assisted jigs and picked
winners in three price ranges.

S hree shop-proven products

TECHNIQUES
chatter turnings for a textured look
how to steam-bend wood
See a master woodworker use an ages-old method
to bow project parts for a special design element.

let grain reign
Discover the tricks for choosing and using the right
piece of wood for every project.

ho-fuss dowel and half-lap ioinb
how to prevent mitersaw kickback
make misplaced drill holes vanish
steps to center your router's subbase

26 build-a-gift contest winners
View 24 well-crafted (many original)entries sent
in by participants from across the country.

DEPARTM ENTS
6 editor's angle

12 sounding board
14 ask W00D
30 shop tips

116 what's ahead

This seal is your assurance that
we build every project, verify every
fact, and test every reviewed tool
in our workshop to guarantee your
success and complete satisfaction.
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BEND!

on the web
uroodmagazine.com

WATCH WOOD
Steam-bent wood adds a graceful,
"how'd-you-do-that? " element
to projects like the Plant Stand on
page 58. You'll be amazed at how
flexible hardwood can become
when you watch our free two-
minute video on steam-bending at
woodmagazine.com/videos.

MORE FREE VIDEOS
. How to turn and apply "chatter" to

the Turned Top project on page 48.
. Quick and easy sharpening
. How to lay out an ellipse

ON THE CHEST
lf you plan to build the cedar-lined Blanket
Chest on page 40, check out the free
step-by-step slide show of that project going
together inthe W00D magazine shop at
woodmagazi ne.com/slides.

MORE SLIDE SHOWS
. Wedged-tenon bench (issue 174)
. Highlights from the International

Woodworking Fair
, . Tour the W00D magazine workshop

FAST ANSWERS TO
Next time you have a woodworking-related
question, go to woodmagazine.com/forums,
where you'llfind fellow woodworkers willing to
help in '14 topical forums ranging from Arts &
Crafts Furniture to Finishing. 0r, if you have just
a few minutes to kill while the glue dries, check
out the most interesting discussions near the
top of our home page at woodmagazine.com.

EXPERIMENT OUTSIDE YOUR SPECIES
Stuck in an oak and pine rut? Each
month in our Woodworking Woods
forum (woodmagazine.com/woods),
host and expert Keith Stevens describes
the working characteristics of a differ-
ent hardwood in a post titled "Wood
Conversation." January's wood is ash;
in February, learn all about mesquite,
shown at left.

GET EXTRA HELP

YOUR QUESTIONS

I wooD Forums I Woodworking Baslcs I

Interesting Forum Topics

. Usino a router as a iointer

e Thinas that driv€ you rruts

. Slalllsssfls!..i.bgLas

Featured Section of the Day
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\f,I" asked our staff:
What is the one tool in your shop
you can't live without?

My Stanett combi-
nation square. lt's
an equipment setup
tool, layout tool, and
orecision ruler.
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> I'm not willing to do
the hand-sanding
that my random-orbit
sanoer saves me.

> My 14.4-volt DeWalt
cordless drill/drivers.
They have more than
enough power to do
everything I ask of
them.

t6

I bought a drum sander
on a lark and have used
it on nearly every

woodmagazine.com
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editorts an le
lobbyi_ng_manu factu re rs for
gocidiieals ontools
In every issue we publish tool tests
to help you buy the best wood-
working products at the best price,
What you may not know, however,
is that during each test, we work
one-on-one with manufacturers
to improve their products or make
them more price-competitive.

s it "good enough" to simply repoft
the results of how well tools perform
after we test them in our shop? Those

findings prove crucial to you when making
smaft buying decisions. But we like to _eo
a step fufther, being your advocate with
manufacturers. For example, when we
tested the through dovetailjigs on page 77,
Tools and Techniques editor Bob Hunter
and tester Pat Lowry effected the following
tool improvements or price reductions:
IHartville Tool lowered the price of its
model GFKI800 by nearly $100 after Bob
pointed out how many necessaly items,
including templates, bits, and bushings, had
to be bought separately from the jig in order
to cut through dovetails. Those accessories
pushed the price to $342, considerably
higher than similarly featured jigs. Now,
you can buy Harlville's jig with everything
needed for half-blind rud through dovetails
(but not box joints), for $250.
lBob pointed out to MLCS that an optional :
$ l0 guide bushing was necessary to use .
the jig for through dovetails. MLCS now i
includes the bushing as a standard item i
while holding the jig's $50 price. I
IAfter Bob alerted Woodline that its ,
jig compared unfavorably because it cut i
through dovetails in stock only up to 3/s" 

.
thick, the company created an optional set
of templates and bits for 3A" stock. I
IWhen Rockler learned from Bob that its .
jig's bits with longesrin-test I/+" shanks
were chatter-prone, company officials i
got to work. Now Rockler includes Smm I
shanks-which chatter less-and a collet i
reducer for t/z" collets. :

Tools and Techniques Editor Bob Hunter
worked the phone with manufacturers
following the through-dovetail jig testing.

f Keller and MLCS improved the clarity of
their instruction manuals after Bob and Pat
said they were hard to understand.
lThe Craftsman jig requires a proprietary
guide bushing that fits only Craftsman
router bases or a universal subbase you
purchase for routers of other brands. When
Bob learned that Sears was dropping the
universal subbase, he pointed out the
problem this would create for owners
of non-Craftsman routers. Sears put the
universal subbase back into its product
lineup and also added a set of Porter-Cable
style guide bushings as another alternative.

This small sampling reflects what we've
been doing for years, and I'm always
encouraged by how quickly manufacturers
respond to our recofirmendations. After all,
they want the same thing
we all do-products that
sell well because they're a
sreat value!

7^!A{,,^!,v



Our bulletin
soundin board
Go to school with a
WOODa staffer
Interested in improving your woodworking
skills and having a fun time in the process?
Here's your chance to learn one-on-one
with a WOOD magazine craftsman this
summer at the Marc Adams School of
Woodworking in Franklin, Ind.
Contributing Craftsman Jim Heavey will
teach "Making a Wine Cabinet," June
1l-15, with the help of his brother, Mike.
Students will build the wine cabinet, shown
near right, from issue 172 (October 2006),
and learn tips and techniques that apply to
many other woodworking projects.

Design Editor Jeff Mertz will lead "Build
an Arts and Crafts Morris Chair" Aug.
6-10. Students start with a pile of rough
lumber and end with a finished chair.

Following that class, Jeff will teach a
two-day course Aug. 11-12 titled'A
Weekend Bookcase for Two," a great way

, comments, and timely updates

Jim, left, and Mike Heavey show off their
version of the wine cabinet.

to get a friend or relative started in
woodworking. Students will learn to make
the bookcase from issue 154 (March 2004)
in their choice of style: Shaker, country,

Jeff Mertz built the mission bookcase, left,
and the traditionalversion in one weekend.

mission, or traditional, as shown above.To
sign up for these classes or to look at other
offerings at the school, go to marcadams.
com or call 317 | 535 -4013.

Woodworking, golf lose a real ace
I was so pleased to see the article in your e-mail newsletter
(Oct. 15, 2006) about my sweet husband, Byron. He loved
woodworking, even though it was much more difficult for him
than playing golf. WOOD magazine was his favorite of all the
magazines he received. Your plans were easier for him to
follow, and with WOOD's help, he made hundreds of gifts for
family and friends over the25 years he enjoyed this great
hobby. When you ran the photo of Byron in your magazine,
he was almost prouder of that than anything he ever did in

- golf. I thank you for the great tribute to him.
-Mrs. Peggy Nelson, Roanoke, Texas

Goffing legend Byron Nelson passed away on Sept. 26, 2006
at the age of 94. Hefirst appeared rn WOOD magazine, at

. 
right, in issue 60 (April 1993).

-W00D editors
Byron Nelson proudly displays the cherry
bookcase he made tromWOOD plans.

Article updates
i October 2006, issue 172
i I Mounting brackets
: are included in the $35
: price for the

VersaOlamp (page
100). Additional
brackets can be
purchased for $5 per
pair. (812/933-5421
or tstoolco.com)
I Contact information
for Oneida Air
Systems'Dust Deputy
(page 104) is
8001732-4065 and
oneida-air.com.

t'

I

r For woodworking advice:
Post your woodworking questions fioinery
finishing, tools, turning, general woodwork-
ing, etc.)0n one of 14 online forums at
woodmagazine.com/forums.

r To contact our editors:
Send your comments via e-mail to
woodmail@woodmagazine.com ; or call
800/374-9663 and press option 2; or write
to W00D magazine, 1716 Locust St.,
LS-221, Des Moines, lA 50309.

r Subscription assistance:
To notify us of an address change or to
get help with your subscription, visit
woodmagazine.com/service or call
800/374-9663 and press option 1. Outside
the U.S., cal!515/247-2981. 0r write to
W00D magazine, P.0. Box 37439, Boone, lA
50037-0439. Please enclose your address
labelfrom a recent magazine issue.

r To find past articles:
See our index at woodmagazine.com/index.

r To order past issues and articles;
0rder past issues of W00D magazine, our
special issues, or downloadable articles from
issue 100 to present Visit our online store at
woodmagazine.com/store or call 888/636-
4478. Some issues are sold out,

r Updates to previously published projects:
For an upto-date listing of changes in
dimensions and buying-guide sources
from issue 1 through today, go to
woodmagazine.com/editorial ;
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ask wood
Answers to your questions from letters, e-mails, and W00D 0nlineo

For an answer to your woodworking question,
write to ASK W000, 1716 Locust St., LS-221,
Des Moines, lA 50309-3023 or e-mail us at
askwood@woodmagazine.com. For immediate
feedback from your fellow woodworkers, post your
questions on one of our woodworking forums at
woodmagazine,com/forums.

A new angle on sawing panels
||| rWhat'Ja retiabte, safe way to make a tong,
\| rangled cut lengthwise on a panel for dupli-
cate pieces? | can always use a circular saw and
straightedge, but is there a slicker way?

-Jeff Johnston, Rio Rancho, N.M.

A rTty this strategy for making more clean, consistent, and
tt rrepeatable cuts than the method you're using now, Jeff:
On one panel with the appearance side down, mark a line
precisely where you want your final cut. Using a straightedge
and a circular saw or jigsaw with a plywood-cutting blade, cut
to within Ve" of the line on the waste side, as shown at right.
Then reposition your straightedge, and use a router with a top-
bearing straight bit to trim the panel to your marked line. This
piece now becomes the template for the remaining parts.

Place this first piece atop other panels-again with the
appearance side down-and mark lines about %" from the
angled edge. Then rough-cut the panels to these lines. Instead
of a straightedge, though, use the template piece atop the
remaining pieces to guide your top-bearing straight bit and
trim the rough edges to their final dimensions.

Compound miters can cort'ound glue-ups
fi r ls there a ctamp or glue-up
g r method to fasten compound
miter joints for a frame? No regular
frame clamp will work.

-John H. Bolden, Dallas

A ryou can try two possible clamping
Fl rtechniques for these awkward
frame parts, John. To grip the angled shape
of the molding, use the pinch clamps
shown below. (Clamp-All starter set no.

H3703, $36 from Grizzly Industrial,
800/523-4777 or grizzly.iom.) Flip the
frame parts upside down, add glue, and
then use the clamp spreader to attach the
clamps to the back side of the frame. This
method has two disadvantages. The clamps
leave small indentations on the back side
that you'llneed to putty before finishing
the frame. Second, by working from the
back side, it's more difficult to confirm that
the pieces are aligned accurately.

Another option is to use stretchable tape
to hold the pieces together. (Scotch
Stretchy Tape, $6 with dispenser, 3M,
ScotchBrand.com.) Again, with the pieces
upside down, apply glue and stretch tape
between the pieces, as shown below center.
Although you assemble the frame upside
down with this method, too, it's easy to
turn the assembly back over, as shown
below, to check the joints without the risk
of a clamp coming loose.

continued on page 16
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6pc Gabinet Set
Everything you need to
create raised panel
doors for your cabinetry
and fine furniture
projects. Includes a
3-114" ogee raised panel
with matching 2-piece
rail & stile, reversible
glue joint, drawer lock
bit to build strong
drawers and a door lio
which adds a finger-pull
style profile to doors or
drawers. This set also

on the panel raiser
which produces a true
1/4" tongue
automatically.

oNLY $1 09tu
WL-2020-1 = 112" Shank

'REFIe

UFicitrury
As seen on DIY Networkl
This simple system uses
interchangeable guide
templates to produce an
ever growing number of
beautiful decorative
dovetails for drawers,
boxes and furniture in no
time at all. Amatures,
children and professional
woodworkers will enjoy the
ease of use, safe$l and
simplicity of this system
while making magnificent
jointsl

Wood Gear
Glock Kit

Create this fabulous
working work of art with
Woodline's Wooden Gear
Glock Kit with Pin router
attachment. The kit comes
with full size gear
templates, hardware kit,
spiral bit, and full
instructions on CD and
DVD. The included wood
kit includes 6 pieces of
specialty gear plywood in
your choice of walnut or
cherry. You supply the

,:.ffi, for many different projects.
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WL-WCK-DpC : Ghemr Xit the Woodtine Pin Router

WL-WCK-DpW : Walnut Xit Table Attachment perfect

'WL. Additional gear plywood

Pin Router
Accessory

Inc luded
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* Finest Quality
Carbide Tips

* rul l  Anti-
Kickback

* Ult imate
Lifetime
Warranty

* Unsurpassed
Customer
Service

* Complete
Selection of
Individual Bits

* oedicated To
Providing
Affordable
Solut ions

Piece
Master
Wood

Working
Router

Bit
Set

Woodline USA's most
comprehensive carbide tipped bit
collection features 66 carefully
chosen profiles in a fully labeled
wooden case. The perfect set to
start or complete every woodworkers
collection of bits.

oNLY $1 89ru
WL-2066 : 112" Shank
WL-2065 : '114" Shank

ORDER TODAY!
1-800-472.6950

A 3 //.\-v\ WOODLINF-CS#i==WOODLINEUSA
t ,  L a v e r g n e  T N ,  3 7 O a 6

Ci rc le  No.3 '10
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ask wood

Baked maple's offthe menu
fi l When a friend cut a large
g r maple log in half for fire-
wood, the inside was beautifully
spalted throughout. He cut it into
4x12" pieces 18" long for me. Can
I dry these pieces in the oven, or
would it be better to air-dry them?
(l'm eager to start on a mantel
cfock I want to make from a WOOD@
magazine plan.)

-Mark Ball, Duluth, Minn.

A . Oven-drying or microwaving wood
Fl rcould be a recipe for trouble, Mark.
Drying those 4"-thick pieces in a kitchen
appliance invites splits and warps, warns
Richard Bergman, research chemical
engineer for the USDA Forest Products
Laboratory. Instead, coat the freshly cut
ends with polyurethane finish, and allow
the pieces to air-dry in a place protected
from rain and snow.

'Air-drying and sheltering the pieces
while allowing air flow would be the best
method, unless you know of a small custom
kiln dryer, preferably a vacuum kiln, which
would be quite expensive," Bergman says.
'Air-drying the pieces would take a couple
of years, but allows a gradual drying to
minimize drying stresses for thick lumber."

The good news is that the wood may
already be dry enough to use, considering
that spalting forms in trees that have been
dead long enough for the wood to begin
decaying. Check the pieces with a moisture
meter, as shown below. to see whether
they're between 6 and 8 percent. If they're
close to that, consider allowing them to air
dry the rest of the way.

continued on page 18



ask wood

Cutting clean in melamine
fI rWhen I routed vz -wide
g rdadoes ins/q" metamine, the
result was burned steel and carbide
bits. Would a dado set in a tablesaw
be the better way to go?

-Bob Undenuood, Winter Park, Fla.

A rW.'d go with the tablesaw instead
tl rof a router, Bob. When sharp, a
dado set cuts clean, chip-free dadoes in
melamine-covered particleboard. For the
best results, first make arAo"-deep scoring
cut, as shown below, to remove the
melamine layer and a small amount of
substrate without producing tear-out. Then
reset the blade to your finished dado depth
and complete the cut.

If you're still more comfortable routing
your dadoes, use a down-cut spiral bit
instead of a straight bit and make two or
more shallow passes instead of one deep
cut to avoid burned bits. The spiral cutting
action compresses the melamine against
the particleboard as it cuts, resulting in less
chip-out. A down-cut bit like the one at
bottom doesn't clear chips as effectively as
a straight-cut bit, but particleboard chips
are usually drier than those from wood.

Bit edges
press down
as they cut.

-g7

f
Spiral bit -

.'f

'{

%s"-deep
scoring cut

corttinuecl on page 20

For A Free Catalog 0r To Find Your Local Woodcraft Store, Visit www.woodcraft.com 0r Call 800-542-91 15.

PINNACL
PROFESSTONAL QUALTTY TOOLS

F

Every detail of these Pinnacle 
'

tools was engineered with
one thing in rnind; provide
woodworkers with tools that
empower them to craft higher
quality. more professional
cabinetry and furniture
Pinnacle" tools are available
exclusively at Woodcraft.

To learn mnre about Pinnaclertrl

Pinnacle
4" Box Glamp
0uickly square up and
secure the pieces of any box
structure with a thickness
betvveen i'lr' to f i
147529 il i $34.!19

toois visit

Dept: 06WD1 1P5

WOOD magazine March 2007
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ask wood

Erase mildew stains
fi 1l started making a china
\| r cabinet out of ash, and put
it aside. I knew it would be a long
time before I worked on it again, so
I covered it with a nylon tarp and
set it up on 4x4s in my garage. Six
months later, l found a greenish
mold or mildew had formed over
the lower third of the unfinished
wood. How can I get that off with-
out ruining the wood or driving the
mold deeper into the grain?

-Andy Hunter, Adamg lnd.

A rMitdew stains look bad, Andy, but
tt rit's easy to give this fungus the
brush-off using readily available products
around your house. Start by mixing up a
solution of 1 part dishwashing liquid or
detergent to 10 parts household bleach and
30 parts warm water.

Wearing rubber gloves and working in a
ventilated area, use the solution and a cloth
or sofrbristle brush to gently scrub away
the surface mildew, including any that's
reached into the grain of the wood. Finish
by rinsing the cleaned area with fresh
water, and wipe the surface dry with a soft
towel. Wait for the wood to dry thoroughly
before working it further, then sand off any
raised grain.

When future projects need to be put on
hold and you can't store them indoors,
cover them with an old sheet or blanket that
allows air to circulate and won't trap
moisture, as will a waterproof tarp.



Straight scoop on drilling post ends
n a I am refinishing an 1870s bed, but the bottom
\l 19" of the turned posts were beyond repair. I cut
off the damaged areas and turned new matching
sections that l ' l l attach using 1" dowels. However, the
4' posts are too long for my drill press. How can I drill
a perfectly perpendicular dowel hole in the ends using
a hand-held drill?

-Jim Kinder, Unicoi, Tenn.

A .A shop-made drilling guide should solve your problems,

t{ rJim. Glue together sufficient scrap to create a guide block

about 3" thick and 6" square. On your drill press, chuck a Forstner

bit the diameter of your post end and bore a l"-deep hole into the

block. Without moving the block, bore a l"-diameter hole through

the rest of the block.
Seat the end of the post into the bottom of the guide block.

Then use the 1" hole to guide the bit in your hand-held drill, as

shown below. Drill as deeply as you can using the guide; then
remove the guide and use the hole itself to keep your bit straight,
should you need to deepen the dowel hole farther.

Keep plywood grounded
fI a Recently, t was ripping a l2"-wide piece of
\f .1/q" oak plywood on my tablesaw. As I was iust
about finished, the plywood climbed up the blade'
turned to the left, and became a missile, iniuring my
left hand. What did I do wrong? Are there any hold-
downs that would have avoided this?

-Roy Tiefisher, Coeur d'Alene, ldaho

A tFirst, eliminate saw misalignment as the problem, Roy.
tt r Double-check that the fence runs parallel with your saw
blade to prevent binding. Next, if you're not using your saw's
blade guard and splitter, reinstall them to further prevent binding.
(Ours is omitted for photography purposes.) Also, avoid using the
fence in combination with a
miter gauge.

As another precaution,
clamp a hold-down strip to the
fence about %" above the
panel, allowing it to slide
freely, as shown at right. Then
set the blade to no higher than
3/e" above the surface of the
plywood. Finally, use a
pushblock designed to ride on
top of the wood with a heel on
its base to push the plywood
through the cut. tl

woodrnagazine.corn 21



great ideas for your shop

easy-access
drilt bit
ddiOUsel
A rotating organizer you can take
wherever necessary

ant to keep large drill bits and other hole-
boring accessories close at hand and easy
to find? This compact carousel holds a

multitude of specialty bits, such as holesaws and
Forstner bits, and swivels on alazy Susan bearing for
quick access.

To build one, use a compass to mark three S"-radius
circles on3/q" plywood. Bandsaw and sand the discs to
shape. For the top, use the Top Detail drawing below to
mark the nine curved slot locations. Drill s/s" startholes
for the outside and middle slots where shown. Drill s4"
start holes for each inside slot. Scrollsaw orjigsaw
between the holes to form the slots. Drill Ta"-deep holes
in the shelf to fit the shanks of your bits and accessories.
Drill a Vi'hoIe through the base for screw access.

Crosscut the dowels to length. Create a collar with a
z/i'hole in it. Assemble the unit in the configuration
shown at right, attach the bearing to the base, and then
use the /i'hole in the base for access to drive the screws
into the shelf.Jl
Project design: Jim Harrold

TOP DETAIL

17e"-diam. wood collar glued
to underside of bit holder

s/+" dowel 12" long

Custom hole sizes to match your
collection of bits and accessories

#8 x 1/2" panhead wood screw. ' j
t-:i

1zla,,-diam. knob /

s/q" hole'r/2" deep,
centered in bottom-9

#8 x 1" F.H. wood screw

7ez" shank hole, countersunk

TOP

7/s+" pilol hole 7a" deep

DRILL.BIT CAROUSEL

t/2" dowel3" long

R=5"

e/q" hole, centered

#8 x 1/2" panhead
wood screw

7/u" pilol hole tZ" deep

R=5"

I

I

\ \ /2" vinyl self-adhesive
gripping pad

22

t/2" hole for screw access
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WIN]IERS

To see group photos of many of
the entries during the judging, go to

woodmagazine.com/buildagift

hen we announced the wooDo magazine Build-A-Gift contest in
the September 2006 issue, we had no idea what to expect. Then,

r r when the entries came pouring in-wow! we found creativity and
craftsmanship alive and well in all20 contest categories. With 226total gift
items, the trio ofjudges had their hands full...but admitted that they enjoyed
every minute of it. The judges included Editor-in-Chief Bill Krier, Senior
Design Editor Kevin Boyle, and Design Editor Jeff Mertz.

of course, the biggest winner is St Jude children's Research Hospital,
which will receive all proceeds from auction sales of the entries. This money,
in turn, will help St. Jude find cures for catastrophic childhood illnesses
through research efforts and treatment.

Finally, we'd like to extend a special thanks to all of the woodworkers
who took the time to build the gift entries, and to our sponsors who provided
a wide range of great prizes. To all the prizewinners, congratulations!

BEST USE OF A ROUTER
Prize for each: Freud 2t/+hp, variable-speed,
fixed-base router and portable router table.

GRA]ID PRIZE
Winner: Wayne Holder,
Brooksville, Fla.
Entry: Old-time
locomotive and coal car
Prize: $5,000 of tools
and accessories from
Peachtree Woodworking
Supply Inc.

(Original llesign)
Winner: Dan McGrady, Spring Hill, Fla.
Entry: Burl-topped, dovetailed jewelry box

(From Existing Plan)
Winner: Charles Krauss, Augusta, Kan.
Entry: Recipe card box and cookbook holder with
dovetailed joints

BEST USE OF WOOD
Winner: Bill Stavros, Des Plaines, lll.
Entry: Overland stagecoach
Prize: Hitachi 10" Sliding DualCompound
Mitersaw. Value: $500

26

BEST CRAFTSMAI{SHIP
I]I PROJEGT BUITT FROM
A1,l EXlSTlllc PtAl{
Winner: Mark Stinson, Casper, Wyo.
Entry: Car-hauling truck
Prize: Bosch 10" Dual-BevelSliding Mitersaw
with saw blades. Value: $900

BEST oRtctltAr llEstcl{
Winner: Dallas Solum, Layton, Utah
Entry: Backhoe truck
Prize : General lnternational Jobsite Tablesaw.
Value: $680
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BEST JOIIIERY
Prize for each:
Porter-Cable Omnijig. Value: $300

(0riginal Design)
Winner: Michael Hahn, Ashton, lll.
Entry: Locking toolbox with drawers

BEST FIIIISH
Prize for each: Varathane stains, polyurethane,
and care and repair products. Value: $250

Winner: DanielCollins, Battle Ground, Wash.
Entry: Jewelry box with wooden hinges

BEST TURI{ED GIFT
Prize for each: Delta Midi Lathe. Value: $300

(0riglnal Design)
Winner: John Carlson, Beloit, Wis.
Entry: Segmented bowl

(Origlnal Design)
Winner: Neil Lamens, Brookhaven, N.Y.
Entry: Knock-down, wedge-pin cradle

rvoodmagazine.com

(From Existing Plan)
Winner: Bob Dragosavac, Meadville, Pa.
Entry: Picture easel

(From Existing Plan)
Winner: Robert White, Canon City, Colo.
Entry: Segmented bowlwith flag design

(From Existing Plan)
Winner: Paul Brockman, Sibley, Mo.
Entry: Shaker boxes

BEST GTOGK
Prize for each: Klockit Patriot Kit with tall clock

Winner: Lee Bridge, Holland, Ind.
Entry: Curved, textured clock

(From Existing Plan)
Winner: Martin Cutler, Jr., Raleigh, N.C.
Entry: Exposed wooden movement clock

continued on page 28
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Winner: Vincent Krzyzanowski,
Palm Coast, Fla.
Entry: Pine cradle

case, movement, and hardware.

BEST HOME ACGESSORY GIFT
Prize for each: Titebond glues.



BEST HOLIDAY.
THEMEII GIFT
Prize lor each:
Gorilla Glue glues
and tapes.
Value: $285

(0riginal llesign)
Winner: Robert Lund, Lakeview, Ore.
Entry: Turned-birdhouses decoration

BEST TVIII{IATURE REPTICA
Prize for each: Makita 18-volt impact drill/driver
kit with charger. Value: $320

(0ilginal Design)
Winner: Wayne Holder, Brooksville, Fla.
Entry: Old-time locomotive and coalcar

Winner: Dan McGrady, Spring Hill, Fla.
Entry: Burl-topped, dovetailed jewelry box

28

BEST WOOD TOY OR GHILD'S GIFT
Prize for each: Woodcraft gift certificate. Value: $250

Winner: Howard Clements, Knox, Pa.
Entry: Toy truck

BEST JEWELRY OR KEEPSAKE BOX
'Prize for each: Jorgensen Pony adjustable-clamp assortment.
Value: $250

(0riginal Design)

(From Existing Plan)
Winner: Kenneth Groth, Waterford, Mich.
Entry: Violin

(From Existing Plan)
Winner: Ralph Sonnier, Sulpher, La.
Entry: Duesenberg SSJ antique car

(From Existing Plan)
Winner: Tommy Farmer, Easley, S.C.
Entry: Elevated jewelry box

Carl Boop, Lewittown, Pa.
Fire truck with ladder

Don Fry, Charlottesville, Va.
Gradle with ball, glove, and bats

Rod Hildahl, Brooklyn Paik, Minn.
Rubber-band boat on stand

Eugene Emanuel,fayetteville, Tenn.
Dinosaur puzzle lF

Written by Jim Harrold

Marwin Feldman,
Amherst, N.Y.
Turned jewelry goblet

Winner: Charles Svajgl, Papillion, Neb.
Entry: Articulated crab
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Shed a little light wherever you need it

Helping you work faster, smarter, and safer

My old scrollsaw sti l l  works l ike it 's 1989;
unfortunately, my eyes don't. To brighten
my work space, I built a small task l ight
from a block of wood, a couple of rare-
earth magnets, a keychain-size LED
flashlight, and a length of #6 copper
grounding wire, as shown below.

c
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On the scrollsaw, I use it to light my
cutline or from below-an angle perfect
for threading delicate fretwork blades. I
also find it indispensable during machine
repairs. (The side magnet prevents small
screws and parts from rolling away.)

-Raj Chaudhry, New York

So you think
your shop is
small? Raj
Chaudhry
builds
projects
in his
Manhattan

apartment. "l have a tiny lathe I use
when I need to get my woodworking
fix," Raj says. "l do a little carving
there, too." Otherwise, it's a 35-minute
train ride out to Long lsland, where he
likes to build rustic lodge-style
furniture in his family's full-size shop.
Raj came up with the big idea, at left,
that earned him this issue's Top Shop
Tip honors.

Raj Chaudhry should have no trouble fit-
ting the Fein MultiMaster into either shop.
We're sending him one for submitting this
issue's Top Shop Top. Right on, Raj!

Describe how you've solved a workshop
stumper and you'll get $75 if we print it.
And, if your idea garners Top Shop Tip
honors, we'll also reward you with tool
treasures worth at least $250.

Send your best shop solutions, along
with photos or illustrations and your
daytime telephone number, to: Shop
Tips, WOOD Magazine,lT16 Locust
St., LS-221, Des Moines,IA 50309-
3023. Or you can e-mail them to us at
. l i i  , i t i  I  i . '  . ,r, . Include
your contact info in the e-mail as well.

Because we publish only original tips,
please send your pointers only to WOOD
magazine. Sorry, submitted materials
can't be returned.

continued on page 32

BASE UNIT

Rare-earth
magnets epoxied
into counterbores

Remove the fear factor
when making inserts
The scary part of cutting the slot in a
zero-clearance tablesaw throat-plate
insert is raising that spinning 10"
blade through the uncut plate. For a
bit of confidence and security when
you make the cut, try this simple
technique.

First, install one of the outer blades
from your dado set on your tablesaw.
(Because of its smaller circumfer-
ence, this blade doesn't have to work
as hard to cut through the insert.)

Next, clamp a scrap board over the
new insert, as shown above right, and
raise the spinning dado blade through
the insert to its maximum height.
Finally, replace the dado blade with
your 10" blade and repeat the
procedure.

-Chris Penkala, Seattle

#6 copper
grounding wire

170+" hole

Replace the
blade with a
l0" blade
and slowly
raise the blade
through fhe slot.
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Proper grit ready in a pinch
When shaping spindles or other projects on
my lathe, I use small pieces of sand-paper
of various grits while finishing. To keep the
small sheets handy and sorted out, I glued
wooden clothespins onto a thin strip of
plywood and mounted the hanger to the
side of the lathe stand. On the clothespins,
I marked the grit of each abrasive.

-Rick Mercado, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Spacers calibrate thin-strip cutting
I've developed a safe way to quickly cut thin strips of equal
thickness on a tablesaw. First, plane a piece of scrap that
equals the thickness of the strips you need plus the thick-
ness of the saw blade kerf. Cut the scrap piece into short
blocks and position the fence so the board you're ripping
just grazes the inside edge of the saw blade.

Next, attach a stopblock to your fence rail with a clamp
so the block touches the fence's rail bracket. Finally, loosen
the fence and add a spacer between the stop block and
fence, as shown. Install your feather board and make the
first rip. Each added spacer wil l correctly position the fence
for the next rip-no measuring required.

-Robert Wilde, Welling, Alberta

32
corttinued on page 35
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€CttvlAll-lr' l'i#*.il 
TREBATE

on any Drill Doctor model
, €xcept 300 & 350X

To receive your rebate, just send this coupon with your name, address, phone number, and which model you 
r " .

purchased, along with the original UPC from the box and a copy of your original sales receipt as proof of purchase; to:

Rebate
Code
WD

Dept.32, Offer OPFTOOffi2
P.O. Box 10005-32
Douglas, AZ 85555-1 105

Rebate offer good on purchases made Jan.

For details and to get a rebate form online,
visi t  www.Dri l lDoctor,com or cal l  1-800-741.1355

1-Apr.30,2007, Rebate cannot be combined with anv other ofler fron manufpctg,191,
.  . ' : " ' . . ' ' : 1



shop tips

Sanding-disc server
for woodturners
As a woodturner, I use a variety of
2" hook-and-loop abrasive discs
for my sanding tool. However, those
small discs are hard to keep sorted
and inconvenient to store. To solve
both problems, I  made this sanding-
disc server that looks l ike a tray to
hold poker chips,

Because I use eight different grits,
I  dr i l led eight 2" holes through a
scrap of  MDF, and then glued on a
hardboard base, as shown. Using my
tablesaw, I then trimmed the front off
the server-enough to create an
opening about a thumb's width-to
provide easy access to the discs.

The server holds quite a few discs,
and I can load my tool and align the
disc by s imply dipping the tool 's  pad
into the hole. To make things even
easier, I boldly mark the grit of each
disc on its back before storing it in
the server.

-Bill Esposito, Rindge, N.H.

Rock-hard foundation for
insert-plate leveling
I have a router table with a shop-made
top of MDF and plastic laminate. Over
time, I had trouble with my router l i ft 's
plate-leveling screws digging into the
MDF, causing the plate to no longer l ie
flush with the table's surface. To create
a sol id foundat ion for  the level ing
screws, I drove small, f lathead wood
screws into the baseplate recess at the
leveling screws' points of contact.
Problem solved!

-Dave Falkenstein, Cave Creek, Ariz.
[L r*=:s
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2" holes dri l led through blank

Waste trimmed after bottom is glued to workpiece

crntittuetl ort 1ruge 37

ffinter for your ch&fficffi tm \fllfllN
this POWERMATIC workshop!.

ffi FLOCKLEF|. @
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1A* hardboard bottom

R*el<ler trA/oodwcrlcing and Harciware is now y*ur trest sourfle for Fslw*rmatic power"
tools.  HntE:r  for  ycur chance to win cne * f  4 Fowerrnaclc w*rks*oJ:s:

f ;nter  dai ly  onl ine at

w !EWJ:,qS-td g L,qg m& A$gt$nAtl C o r vi s ir a R ei c l< I e r \f,co ociwc, rt<i n g and

Hardwar* st$re near you.To call the store nearest you, dial

i - s 7 ? - R # f  K t H R
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shop tips

Mend more than furniture
with your pocket-hole jig
For years we lived with creaky and
squeaky floors. At one time these creaks
were useful when they helped us detect
when our teenagers were late for curfew,
but with the kids grown, the squeaks are
merely annoying.

To silence the squeaks, I used a
portable mini pocket-hole jig that's
intended for furniture repair. I simply
locate the squeaky spot by having my
wife walk around on the floor until I have
it pinpointed. Then I use the jig to install
screws to pull the subfloor tight to the
floor joist, as shown below.

For extra insurance, I squirt a bit of
woodworking glue into the gap before
driving the screws. Also, I drive several
screws along the gap to make sure it's
fully cfosed' 

-pete Eisinge4 Laingsburg, Mich.

Subflooring can vary in thickness from
3A'to more than 2". Before using this
technique, it's important to know its
thickness so you can choose the correct
screw length. Usually, you can find this
thickness by pulling out a floor heat/air
vent and looking at the cutout edge. Be
certain you don't drive screws allthe way
through, where sharp hidden screw
points can lie in wait under the carpet.

-W00Do magazine

continued on page 38
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shop tips

Sheet material rides safely on vehicle roof
I couldn't load 4x8 sheet goods inside my
SUV and those sheets just didn't sit
securely on the curved crossrails of the
factory-supplied roof rack. To haul whole
sheets home safely and easily, I built the
carrier shown at right.

The 2x4 structure fits over the roof
rack, which keeps it from sliding and
protects the vehicle paint. The 1x6 front
stop prevents the load from sliding
forward when I brake. (l don't load panels
any higher than the front stop.) The rear
stop flips down for loading, and up before
driving so panels won't slide off the back.

Make sure the weight of the carrier and
the material on it doesn't exceed the
weight capacity of your vehicle's roof
carrier (shown in the owner's manual).
After loading, run a ratchet tie-down strap
through the front doors (nof the windows)
and over the load. Run another strap
under the factory roof rack rails and over
the load at the back. Then, drive home on
city streets to avoid high speeds. tl

-Kevin McLaughlin, Helena, Ala. 
,,'

Width to fit
roof rack

Cutouts to fit roof rack cross bars

1x6 stop
2" above frame
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PToMAX-
@

STOCK NO.  40-OB7
PToMAX Complete Router Table
comes with PTjMAX cast iron router table
(#40-031), PToMAX End Cap (#40-044),
PTjMAX Professional Cabinet (lU0-074).

Pm@l|ooDlvo.tffiB
> Only full-size cast iron routertable in the marketplace
> lntegrated router bit storage with pull-out she/ves.
) Drawer option with full extension ball bearing slides.
7 Fence and cabinet made in USA.
> Unique cubby for storing your routers.
> Router table includes award-winning 28" ProFence.
> Bolt and cross dowel construction and

steel hardware for the ultimate in strenoth.
7 lncludes 4" dust port.

7 Components available separately.
7 Curved side panels for better ergonomics.
> So/ld Baltic birch panel construction.
> Table size: 27" x 20", height: 35%".

PToMAX Complete Router Table
shown with optional Cab-Loc mobile base. No
PToMAX nroducts include Cab-Loc moblie base.

50" MODEL
s T o c K  N 0 .  4 0 - 0 8 5

PRO-BENCH 5O'Model
includes 50" Top (#40-088),
3' Cabinet (#40-089), and
tuvo Standard vises (40-090).
Note: Optional Quick release
vise ls a/so available for this model.

Z2' '  MODEL
s T o c K  N o . 4 0 - 0 8 6
PRO-BENCH 72'Model
includes 72" Top (#40-092), 4' Cabinet
W0-093), Quick release vise (tU0-091),
and Standard vise (#40-090).

PToMAX Gomplete Router Table
shown with the following options:
Cab-loc mobile base (#40-008),
Door Pack (lU0-084) and
Drawer Pack (#40-083)

Pull-out router
blt storage ls fast
and convenient.

ffiffi
Lower cubby is Comes with
perfect for spare 4" dust porl.
router storaoe.

1

P R 0-B E N C ll 
- : ";:;: "::: :'::{::: Jit",, "u.,,h a n m ap e

E > Hi-lo storage she/ves

> Rear storage area for tools and clamps

1R}-BENCH modets betow are shown with 
> cabinet-style base

the fottowing options: > Mobile base ready

"^oto" 
^o31J10,'ii3n!i{i;!o,,); 2 Front row bench dog hotes
Drawer Pack (#40-083) 7 Premium vises

Compatible with both Pro-
MAX Professional Cabinets
and PRO-BENCH Cabinets

: ' :' .r : r:'
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P lace  o f t - used  r t ems
tha t  s i i des  on  t he  t op

4 C

i n  a  h a n d y  t r a y
I r n  n g  r e t a r n e r s

O v e r a  I  d r m e n s r o n S  3 f e  3 9 r  r  w i d e  ̂
1 $ r , d e e p x 2 1  h i g h

Ma te r i a l s  used :  P rne  b i r ch  p l ywood .
. r r d  e e d a '  c l o s e l  l t ' l t n g

I t  you  r , r y i sh  t o  bu r l d  t he  ches t  w i t hou t
rhe  rn rnq  and  t r ay  s i l xp  y  om i t  pa r l s  Q
ir. i 'oLrglt  W

rhe  a t t r ac t i ve  t nm p ro f i l es  a re  made
us lnq  common  cove ,  r ound -ove r  and
s t ra  qh t  r ou te r  b i t s

T l re  ches l  f r on i , ' back  and  s i de
pane  s  asseml l l e  w  t h  s t r a rgh t f o rwa rO
s t !b - t enon -and -g roove  Jo tne ry

Look tnE  to  save  t ime  and  money?
Orde r  t he  ha rdware  k i t  con ta rn rng  t he
con t rnL loL t s  h l nge  rd  s tavs  and  bun
feet f  rorn the Source o. page 46. ?reIer
t o  t u rn  t he  f ee t?  See  the  f u l l - s r ze  f oo t
patter.r rn the WOOD patterns rnsert

BONUS: See a Sl ide Show
of the project assembly at:

Start with the panels
( ' L r l  t h c  l ' r ' o n t / b l r e L  : t i l c . ,  I \ ) .  s i t l e  . t i i c .
t  IJ  ) "  I  ront /b l re  1 . ,  r ' r r i  i s  t  ( '  t .  s r r lc  r r r i  l s  t  I  )  r .

l r n r l  l r on l / l l l r e  I \  ecn l c r '  : t i l c s  t l : )  t o  t l t c  : i z r . s
l i s t c t l  lMa te r i a l s  L i s t .  / r r r q r ,  J6 l .  S r r r t '  r l t e
t . t j l  . t t l , ' l  l t  l r r t  t l t . t l . i t t l  i t ' : l  l t ' l t t r t l : .

[  : i n r  l  t l l L t k r  b l l r t l c  i r t  r  o r r r  t i r b l c \ i r \ \ .  t  u l

I r  e c n t c t ' c r l  :  ! ) l ' \ ) ( ) \ t t  ' . "  r l c c l r  t t l o l t l ' i l t e

i r r : i t l t ' c t l s c  o l  t l r c  l ' r ' o n t / l r l r e k  : t r l c s  t . \ t .  : i t l c
: t i l c :  t l l t .  I ' r o n t / l r L e  k  l l r i i r  t ( ' t .  l r n t l  : r t l e  n r i l r
t  l )  ) .  t t t l t l  l t l o t t s  / r r r l l i  c r l ! , c s  L r l ' t l t c  e  c l t t c t '  \ t l i t '  \

t  l r  t  l  D r a w i n g s  1  i L n r l  2 1 .

\ r l r i n  r r : i n , ,  r o r r l  t l l l r l r r  b l l i t l c .  l o r n t  . r

t c n ( ) l r  '  . "  l o n S  o n  l r o l l t  c n t i r  o l  t l t c  l l o n t /
b l r e  l ,  r ' l r i i :  t ( ' ) .  r i t l e  r t r i l :  t  [ )  t .  r r r r t l  I l o n t / b l r r ' k

e  c l l i c l '  ' t i l c :  t  I :  t  I  D r a w i n g s  1  r i n t l  2 .  P h o t o  A  I
t o  l i t  r l t L L S l r  t n  t l t e  t i i ( ) ( ) \ , - ' . ,  i n  l l r e  r l i i l :  t u t t l
: t i l c s .  t \ \ c  t ' L r t  l t  t c \ i  t e l l ( ) l t  ( ) n  l i  r l u l r . ' L r t t t l l  t i r
r c r i l r  ( ) u r ' \ c t u l r  l r c l i r r c  e r r t t i n l  t i t e  t c r r t r n s . t
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E rnoruvBAcK AND stDE PANELS

Vq" toam
caulk-backer
cord 7+" long

t/+" grooves 7a" deep,
centered

SIDE ASSEMBLY

/ Adjust your tablesaw setup. Then cut a
=3A" rabbet Vz" deep along the outside
edge of the front/back stiles (A) on the
inside face to receive the side stiles (B)

[Drawings 1 and 2].

fFrom edge-joined stock, cut the front/
rJback panels (F) and side panels (G) to
the sizes listed. (Note that the panels are Vs"
shorter in width and length than the open-
ings to allow for seasonal movement.) Then
c\t a3/e" rabbet V+" deep around each panel
on the inside face to form a Vq"-thicklip that
fits snugly in the grooves in the rails and
stiles [Drawing 1].

QSand all of the parts to 220 grit, and
lJremove the dust from the panels (F, C;.
Stain the panels. Staining them now pre-
vents unfinished edges from showing when
the panels expand and contract. (We stained
the panels and chest with Varathane no. 218
Traditional Pecan Stain,. first applying
Varathane Premium Wood Conditioner to
prevent blotching of the stain on the pine.)
If you plan to install cedar lining in the chest,
stain only the outside faces of the panels, as
explained in 'A finishing no-no for cedar-
lined chests," above right.

4To assemble the front/back panels, mark
I centerlines on masking tape on the rails
(C) and center stiles (E) on the outside faces
for aligning the stiles. Then, to keep the
front/back and side panels (p, C) centered in
the openings, cut from Vq" foam caulk-
backer cord (available at home centers) 36
pieces z/i' long for spacers.
It)Insert the foam spacers into the grooves
CDin the front/back stiles (A), rails (C), and
center stiles (E) [Drawing 1]. Then glue and
clamp together the stiles, rails, and center
stiles with panels (F) captured in the grooves
and the center stile/rail centerlines aligned
lPhoto Bl. Apply glue only to the rail and
center-stile tenons (no glue on the panels or
in the grooves). To prevent damage to the

woodrnagazine.com

/e" rabbets
t/q" deep - - 4

41/z' )

t/q" foam

tZ" grooves
s/e" deep,

caulk-backer
cord sZ" long

centered

FRONT/BACK ASSEMBLY

El nnl AND srLE DETATLS

rA" groove 3/e" deep, centered

A finishing no-no for cedar-lined chests
When install ing cedar l ining in a chest, such as the blanket
chest, do not apply anytype of stain, paint, or f inish to the
lining, inside of the chest, bottom of the l id, tray, and lid
contact surfaces. Why? The resins in cedar are similar to
those in turpentine, so the oil vapors wil l soften oil- and
water-based stains, paints, and finishes (including lacquer),
causing clothes and the l id to stick.

f3/a" rabbet /2" deep

Glue and clamp together the front/back
stiles (A), rails (C), center stiles (E), and
panels (F) with the center stiles aligned.

ffi
l.----1

rabbet
deep

-./tr
t i l

lt
t l

rc l t )

l_

Using a miter-gauge extension for backup,
form a tZ" tenon s/e" long on each end of the
rails (C, D) and center stiles (E).

t/+" grooves

1/q" groove
/e" deep, centered
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Protect panels from damage
and stain with waxed paper
When building frame-and-panel
assemblies, such as those for the
blanket chest, waxed paper comes in
handy for more than protecting the
panels (which need to freely expand
and contract) from glue squeeze-out.
By leaving the paper on the prestained
panels during the remaining assembly
and staining of the project, the paper
also protects the panels from scratches,
scrapes, and additional stain. After
staining, simply pullthe paper out from
under the panel trim (H, l).

E rnru PRoFILES
la" rabbel PANEL TRIM

" round-overs

3/ro" round-overs

soft pine, place scrap blocks under the clamp
heads, as shown. In the same way, glue and
clamp together the side stiles (B), rails (D),
and panels (G) to form the side panels , again
inserting the foam spacers in the grooves.

Trim and glue up the chest
I Tlo form the long and short panel trim
I (H, I), cut four 2x48" pieces from 3/q"

stock. Using aVc" covebit,zTtu" round-over'bit, 
and aV+" straightbit, rout the profile and

rabbet [Drawing 3] along both edges of each
piece [Drawing 4, Steps 1,2,4 and 5]. Then
rip a Vz"-wide trim strip from each edge.
Sand the strips.

)Miter-cut the long and short trim pieces
Er(H, I) from the strips to fit snugly in the
panel openings. To protect the panels (F, C)
from glue squeeze-out when installing the
trim and from additional stain when finish-
ing the chest later, see the Shop Tip, above.
Then apply glue along the rabbet in each
trim piece, and install the trim, securing it
to the rails and stiles with masking tape.

QGlue and clamp together the front/back
tfpanels (A/C/E|F/H/I) and side panels
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Waxed p
on panel

(B/D/G/I), measuring for equal diagonals
to verify square [Photo C].

Add the bottom and feet
I Cut the bottom (J) to size. Then, fromt/i'
I stock planed to match the thickness of

the plywood bottom, cut two 2x40" pieces to
form the front/back trim (K) and side trim
(L). Using Vc" cove and3/ro" round-over bits,
rout the profile [Drawing 3] along both edges
of one piece and one edge of the other
[Drawing 4, Steps 1,2, and 3]. Then rip a
t/i'-wide trim strip from each edge. Sand the
strips. Now miter-cut the trim pieces to
length to fit the bottom, and glue and clamp
them in place, verifying tight corners.

Apply glue in the rabbets in the front/back
stiles (A), and assemble and clamp the
front/back and side panels together.

ape

@

E nounNc THE TRIM pRoFtLEs

Cutline GIjs1il t/a" straight bit
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z/e" rabbel sAa" deep
Mitered

ends

)Cut the foot supports (M) to size. Then
Clrout a -%" cove around the bottom edges
of each support fDrawing 5]. Glue a33/sx33/s"
bun foot, centered, to the bottom (coved
face) of each support. Now drill two mount-
ing holes through the top of each support
into the centered foot [Drawing 5a], and
drive the screws.

2With the bottom face of the bottom
tfpanel (JlKlL) up, glue and screw the
foot support (M) assemblies to the panel,
positioning the supports /+" from the outside
edges of the front/back and side trim (K, L)
[Drawing 5a, Photo D].

7l Position the chest with the bottom up.
'f Then center the bottom panel assembly
(JlKlLlM) on the chest. Drill mounting
holes through the bottom (J) and centered
into the front/back and side rails (C, D),
where dimensioned [Drawing 5a, Photo E].
Drive the screws.

woodrnagazine.com

1/d" rabbett/a" deQP 
-ZIl\ f 

wood screw

#8 x 2" F.H. wood screw i t\ ,P-4,/o',

7oq" shank hole, countersunk,
with a z'u;iprtot nor'e 7ri; oeep in ilart@

ftt2
#8 x  11 /z '  F .H . r

1 13/q'

14"

Mitered ends

Tez" shank hole,
countersunk on

bottom face

I

,/2

ffi:ecove
i M i

Ed fOOf SU''ORT r p 1_- _#Bx1
MOUNTING DETAIL / -

wieweo trom nottoml s3/a x 33/e" bun foot

Glue each foot support (M) assembly to the
bottom panel (J/K{L). Drill mounting holes
angled at 10o, and drive the screws.

, ' 1

>;L:

El . ,1ffi,, , -',' ' ': '. ,,.{' I
Dri l l  mounting holes 1" from the outside
edges of the front/back and side trim (K, L)
to mount the bottom assembly to the chest.
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--- #8 x 11/z' F.H.
1,r' wood screw

@  a . ' t l
_ +t/4 _________-.i 3/oil ,- +t/4 7e" COVe
2t/a:\ | l

7sz" shank hole,
countersunk -

on iop tile ot part@

7sz" shank hole,
countersunk
and angled at 10'
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Top the chest with cap trim
I Cut the front and side cap trim (N, O) to
I the sizes listed except 2" longer in length

to allow for precise fitting. Rout a 3/s" cove
along an edge of each piece [Drawing 5].

)Miter-cut one end of the frofit cap trim
E(N). Position and clamp the trim to the
chest, aligning thebackedge with theinside
face of the top front rail (C) and the heel of
the mitered end with an inside corner of the
chest. Mark the heel for the miter at the other
end. Miter-cut the piece. Now glue and
clamp it in place.

QMiter-cut one end of each side cap trim
rr(O). Position and clamp the pieces to
the chest, verifying tight miterjoints with the
front cap trim (N). Mark the finished length
of the side cap trim pieces so that they over-
hang the back of the chest V+" fDrawing Sbl.
Crosscut the trim at the marks. Then glue
and clamp the pieces in place.

,1lCut the back cap trim (P) to size to fit
'tsnugly between the side cap trim (O).
Then cut a t/s" rabbet 3Ao" deep along the
back cap trim to fit a lVzx36" continuous
hinge [Drawings 5 and 5c]. Now glue and
clamp the trim in place, flush with the inside
face of the top back rail (C), in the orienta-
tion shown.

Install the cedar lining
I From t/y'' stock, cut four lx54" pieces to
I form the front/back and side lining

retainers (Q, R). (You'll get a front or back
and side retainer from each piece.) Cut or
rout a W' rabbet W' deep along an edge of
each piece [Drawings 5 and 6]. Then rout %"
round-overs along the edges of the pieces,
where shown, omitting the round-over along
the bottom edge of the two piecps that you'll
use for the bottom retainers.

Slide each piece of the back lining (S) into
the rabbet in the bottom back lining retainer
(Q), keeping the lining joints tight.
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13Y2'

LID CLEAT

/a" rabbel

,/
unk R=lz"5/gz" shank holes. counters

t/a" round-overtu7oa" shank hole,
countersunk 1 u

-t-
3/a'

I _t
lyr"  I t/e" round-over on top

parts@ and @only
LINING RETAINER

E rnnv

t/+" grooves t/+" deep
th" trom bottom edge

)Miter-cut the front/back and side retain-
Eters (Q, R) from the pieces to fit snugly in
the chest. Drill mounting holes through the
retainers, where shown. Sand smooth.

QPosition the front/back and side retainers
tJfor the bottom (the ones without round-
overs on the bottom edges) in the chest.
Using the mounting holes in the retainers as
guides, drill pilot holes into the chest. Then
drive the screws.

ATo form the front/back lining (S) and
Tside lining (T), cut thirty 7lz/t:long
pieces fuomr/+x33/q" cedar closet lining. (We
found a l5-board-foot package of 48"-long
lining at a local home center-enough
material for the chest.)

ELuy out 11 pieces each for the front/back
rJlining (S), and fit the tongues and
grooves tightly together. Measure the length
of the chest on the inside. Center this mea-
surement on each lining assembly. Then
trim equal amounts off the outside edges of

)
17/e"

1

the first and last pieces of each assembly.
Sand the lining smooth.

fiPosition the chest with the back down.
lflnstall the back lining (S) [Drawing 5,
Photo Fl. Screw-mount the top back lining
retainer (Q) in place to secure the lining.
Now reposition the chest with the front
down. In the same way, install the front lin-
ing and top front retainer (Q).

fFrom the remaining lining pieces, lay
I out and fit together four pieces each for
the side lining (T). Measure between the
front/back lining (S) for the exact width of
the side lining. As before, center the mea-
surement on each lining assembly, and cut
off the ends. Sand the lining smooth. Now
install the lining and remaining side lining
retainers (R).

Build the tray
I Cut the front/back (U), sides (V), and
I bottom (W) to the sizes listed.

I
17/a'

I
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!) Using a dado blade, cut t/2" rabbets /+"
Adeep across the ends of the front/back
(U) on the inside faces [Drawing 7]. Then
cut a t/+" groove t/+" deep t,/t" from the bot-
tom edges of the front/back and sides (V) to
fit the plywood bottom (W). Sand smooth.

QGlue and clamp the tray together. Mea-
9sure for equal diagonals to verify square.

Time for the lid
I Edge-jorn 3/t" stock to form a lJx40"
I blank for the lid (X). Then crosscut and

rip the lid to the finished size of 16,/sx39t/+".
Using a 5/to" cove-and-fillet router bit, rout
the profile [Drawing 8a] along the ends and
edges of the lid. (We used a Freud no. 38-
282 router bit.) As an alternative to the
cove-and-fillet profile, you can rout a /g"
cove on the lid. Sand the lid.

l)Cut the cleats (Y) to size. Draw the
4rradius at each end of the cleats [Drawing
61. Bandsaw and sand to shape. Next, drill

woodmagazine,com

three countersunk shank holes through the
cleats on the bottont edge, where dimen-
sioned. Now drill a-7s" hole 7s" deep in the
outer holes (to accommodate lid movement)
in the top edge.

2with the bottom face of the lid (X) up,
tJposition (without glue) the cleats (Y),

where dimensioned fDrawing 8]. Using the
shank holes in the cleats as guides, drill pilot
holes into the lid. Now drive the screws.

Let's wrap things up
I Sand any areas that need it to 220 grrt,
I and remove the dust. With the waxed

paper still in place on the panels (F, G),
apply wood conditioner and stain to the
chest and lid. If you installed the cedar lin-
ing, do not starn the inside of the chest,
bottom of the lid (X/Y), the top faces of the
cap trim (N, O, P), and the tray (U/V/W) as
explained previously. Remove the waxed
paper. Then apply a finish to the stained

With the continuous hinge aligned with the
marks on the l id and the hinge barrelflush
with the back edge, dri l l the mounting holes.

areas only. (We applied two coats of
Varathane Diamond Water-Based Polyure-
thane, sanding to 320 grit between coats.)

DTo mount the lid (X/Y), position a lt,/2"
Acontinuous hinge 36" long in the rab-
beted back cap trim (P) [Drawings 5c and
81. Drill the mounting holes, but do not drive
the screws. Remove the hinge.

Next, position the lid with the bottom face
up. Mark alignment lines for the hinge on
masking tape ls/z" from the ends of the lid
at the back edge. With the hinge leaves at
90o, position the hinge on the lid, aligning
the ends with the marked lines, and drill the
mounting holes [Photo G]. Remove the hinge
and tape. Now screw-mount the hinge to the
lid and back cap trim using the screws sup-
plied with the hinge.

2To mount the lid stays, position the chest
tJon its back with the lid open at 90'. Mark
centerlines for mounting holes on the chest
and lid, where dimensioned fDrawing 9].

I

/\

(
1/z' F.H

EE uo PRoFTLE DETATL

/sz" p i lot  hole

131/2"

1 tZ"  cont inuous
hinge 36" long

I,f'-r-Lid stav
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Press on each lid stay to align the mounting
bracket with the marked centerline on the
lid (X). Mark the mounting holes.

chosen location, and fill it with woolens,
clothes, and other items that need a protec-
tive home.lF

Written by Owen Duvall
Project design: Jeff Mertz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

Find more Country Furniture plans at:
woodmagazine.com /country

fronUback stiles

B side stiles 3/q' 3' 151/z'

C fronVback rails 3/c" 31/+" 313/+"

D side rails Tr" 3Y4' 9Va'

, fronVback- center stiles
3/q' 31/+' 9V+'

, fronVback
pane6

G side panels %' 9s/a' 95/a" EP 2

H* long paneltrim 1/zu 3/q' 14/e"

l* shortpaneltrim

bottom 37Y4' BP

K* fronVbacktrim V+" Vc' 387+" P

L* side tim 3/q' 3/+' 16/+"

footsupports

N* frontcaptrim 3/t" 1|/cu 381/2'

0* sidecaptrim Vc" 11A' 161/+"

P backcaptim

fronVback
lining retainers

side lining
retainers

1/2' 1 
u 14',

S fronVback lining 1/q" 36" 11/q" CCL 2

side lining Y4" 131/2" |1Vq' CCL

fronVback

V sides 1/2" 17/s' 13{a' P

bottom 1/qu 11Y2' 13Ve"

x* lid 3/q" 165/a" 391A' EP

Y cleats 3/+u 1 u 13t/z'
.Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials key: P-pine, EP-edge-joined pine, BP-birch
plywood, CCL<edar closet lining.
Suppfies: 1/q" loam caulk-backer cord, #8x2" flathead wood
screws (8), #8xl t/" flathead wood screws (8), #8x1/2"
flathead wood screws (23), #4x1" brass flathead wood
screws (24),11/z'continuous hinge 36" long, lid stays (1 pr.),
SVsx3Ve" bun feet (4).
Blade and bits: Dado-blade set; t/+" and %" cove, %0"
round-over, %" straight, and %0" cove-and-fillet router bits.

Source
Hardware kit, Contains a 1tl2" continuous hinge 36" long,
lid stays (1 pr.), and 33/ax33/a" bun feet (4). Order kit no.
30'17, $42.95 plus shipping and handling. Call or click Meisel
Hardware Specialties; 800/441 -9870;
meiselwoodhobbv.com.

1/2" 95/e" 141/2" EP 4

Align the appropriate mounting-bracket
hole in each stay with the marked centerline
on the chest, and screw-mount the stays
using the supplied screws. Next, align the
stays with the centerlines on the lid [Photo
Hl, mark the mounting-bracket holes, and
attach the stays. Now move the chest to the

gYz'

Q* Vz" 1u

R*

lqx5r/z x 96" Pine (4 bd.  f t . ) (2 needed)*Plane or resaw to the thickness listed in the Materials List.

3/cx 51/z x 96" Pine (4 bd. ft.) (2 needed)

t .

3/+x24 x 48" Birch plywood t/qx24 x 48" Birch plywood

t/+x3s/+ x 48" Cedar closet lining (8 needed)
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Gutting Diagram

Vcx7l /c x 96" Pine (5.3 bd.  f t . )

3/ax7/+ x 96" Pine (5.3 bd.  f t . )

3/cx71/c x 96" PinE (5.3 bd. ft.)

3/q x 51/z x 96" Pine (4 bd. ft.)
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J Special hardware and chattering

give this turning a whole new spin.
ere's a turning you can churn out quickly for gift giving. Or, if you're a wood
collector, turn a bunch with the following technique to display a variety of
cherished wood species. You'll learn to decorate the top with a chatter texture,

using a low-cost tool you can make in your shop with parts from the hardware store.

For this project, you need the supplies
shown at right, which include a 2x2x2Vq"
turning blank. (We used hard maple; for a
long-wearing spinning point, the harder the
wood, the better. For the screw mandrel, top
hardware, and an inexpensive drill chuck,
see Sources on page 50.) To find the center
of the turning blank, draw diagonals on one
end. Then drill an tt/oq" holet/s" deep where
the lines intersect. To make the template,
photocopy the top pattern on the WOOD
Patternsa insert, adhere it to cardboard with
spray adhesive, and cut it to shape with a
crafts knife.

SUPPLIES

Morse taper to
match the lathe
headstock

:--'

Vz" drill chuck

%. rfstring
shaft-, R \l

^J
TOP HARDWARE V

Watch a FREE 6-minute
video on turning a
chatter-decorated top at:
woodmagazine.com/videos

11/sc" holg
z/a" deep

2x2x2la"
maple blank

Screw mandrel

Ring

Diagonals

Tool: 7+" roughing gouge.
Tool rest: At center.
Speed:2,000 rpm.

Install a drill chuck in the headstock of your
lathe. Adjust the threaded shaft of the screw
mandrel to protrude 3/s", andchuck the man-
drel into the drill chuck. Then screw the
blank onto the threaded shaft. (If the
threaded shaft turns in the mandrel body
when you thread on the turning blank,
remove the shaft from the mandrel body,
and apply thread locker, such as Loctite, to
the threads. Insert the shaft, and let the
thread locker dry.) Support the blank with
the tailstock live center. Next, use a rough-
ing gouge to turn the blank to a cylinder.
Now, making light downhill cuts, use the
same tool to rough-turn the top to shape, as
shown at right.

Dri l l  chuck Qfrrn the blank to a cyl inder.

@ Rough-turn the top.
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Tool: 7a" spindle gouge.
Tool rest: Slightly below center.
Speed: 2,000 rpm.

Using the template to check your progress,
pick up a spindle gouge to turn the top to
finished shape, as shown above. Work right
up to the screw mandrel at the top and leave

Dri l l  chuck
Q finisn-turn the top.

Live center

HEADSTOCK Screw mandrel TAILSTOCK

enough wood at the point to engage the live 220-,and32O-grit sandpaper. To apply chat-
center for support when sanding and apply- ter decoration to the top, see the instructions
ing the chatter decoration. Then finish-sand onthefollowing page.
the top with a progression of 120-, 180-,

Use a skew chisel to part the top from the
live center and complete the point, as shown
below. Back off the live center and lightly
finish-sand the point. Remove the top from
the mandrel. If you chattered and colored
your top, let the marker ink dry for24 hours,
and apply a clear lacquer finish. Assemble
the hardware, as shown below right.

Dri l l  chuck
@ aacf off the live center.

Live center

TAILSTOCK
@finisfr-sand the point.

HEADSTOCK
Y)
mandrelScrew
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SHORT GOUNSE
The art of applying decoration to a spinning
vessel has deep roots, stemming from the
early days of pot making. To do it, you use a
chatter tool, which is simply a flexible blade
with a handle. When drawn across a rotat-
ing surface, the blade vibrates and skips,
gouging the surface in a repetitive pattern.
Here's how to make and use your own inex-
pensive chatter tool.

I TIAKE THE TOOI
Round up a 4"-long fine-tooth metal-cutting
jigsaw blade and use a bench grinder to
form a triangular point on the end, as shown
below. Angle the tool rest up about 10" from
horizontal, and sharpen the point edges.

2 APPLY THE CHAiiln
Adjust the tool rest slightly above center,
parallel to the upper portion of the top, and
about l" from the surface. With the lathe
turning at 1,200 rpm, hold the chatter tool
horizontal with the blade on the tool rest.
Lightly touch the tip edge to the top surface
close to the mandrel, as shown below. Then
raise the handle, apply moderate pressure,

" dowel
Metal-cutting
jigsaw blade

Hose clamp

and slowly pull the tool edge across the
surface to create a Vq" or wider band, as
shown below. The amount of tip edge that
engages the surface and the rate of travel
across the surface determine the pattern of
the band of chattering. Listen for a squeal-
ing sound as the tool cuts the surface. (To
see and hear this, view the online video.)

3 GOTON AilII GROOUE TIIE BAHIIS
Keeping the tool rest parallel to the upper
portion of the top, position it at center and
about Vz" from the surface. Then, with the
lathe turning at 1,200 rpm, lightly touch a
medium-tip permanent marker to the sur-
face. Work from the outside toward the
center, changing colors with each band of
chattering, as shown below.Next, to sharpen
the boundaries between the chatter bands,
raise the tool rest slightly above center, and
increase the lathe speed to 2,000 rpm. Form
small grooves with the tip of a skew chisel,
as shown at bottom.

GIIATTER TIPS
I Chattering works best on end grain, and
the harder the wood, the better the chatter.
I A chatter tool dulls just like any other
tool. Resharpen the edges on a grinder.
I Experiment! Patterns vary with lathe
speed, tool angle, the rate you draw the tool
across the surface, and the distance the tool
blade overhangs the tool rest. lF

Sources
Top kit. Hardware for two tops, mandrel,
11/64" drill bit, kit no. 964-6999, $10.99 ppd.
Craft Supplies USA. Call 800/551 -8876,

or go to woodturnerscatalog.com.
Drilf chuck.lz" drill chuck with #2 Morse taper
no. 850-7051, $24.99 ppd. Craft Supplies USA,
phone number and Web address above.
Also check out Packard Woodworks for turning
supplies. Call 800/683-8876, or visit
packardwoodworks.com.

Written by Jan Svec with Phil Brennion
Project design, photographs: Phil Brennion
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

Now, with a bandsaw or handsaw, cut a 3"-
long slot in a 7"-long piece of 3/q" dowel.
Slide the blade into the slot, leaving about
lt/2" protruding, and secure it with two hose
clamps, as shown below.

3/+

(
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Watch a FREE Z-minute video
on Steam Bending at:
woodmagazine.com/videos

f all the ways to reshape and transform wood, steam
bending seems the most mysterious. Wood goes into the
steaming chamber stiff as, well, a board and comes out

pliable enough to bend into an all-new shape.
Some of that mystery disappears once you understand what hap-

pens to steamed wood, as shown below. Each cell of the wood is
covered in lignin, a gluelike chemical that also binds cells together
at normal temperatures. Heat transmitted by steaming softens the
lignin, allowing the cells to rearrange as some are compressed and
others stretched. When the wood cools and the lignin rehardens,
the cells bond together again. By fastening heated wood to a bend-
ing form before it cools, the rehardened lignin locks these cells into
a new shape.

Lignin can be heated too much, though. When that happens,
lignin goes from soft to brittle, making the wood easier to break.
Because different species of trees have different cell structures,
some woods tolerate steam-bending better than others. (See Best
Bending Woods, below.)

Best Bending Woods

ash
beech
birch

cherry
elm

hackberry
hickory (green)
sofVhard maple

red oak
walnut

white oak

dense, oi ly
tropicals and

softwoods
(spruce, pine, fir)

mahogany

Lignin (represented by the dark areas) surrounds wood cells, as
shown above. When steamed wood is bent, softened lignin allows
cells to shift position. Cells <in the outer curve stretch, while cells on
the inside curve compress.

Throwing wood a curve
Russ Filbeck uses this science to craft his award-winning chairs
and as an associate professor in the Cabinet and Furniture Technol-
ogy Department at Palomar Community College in San Marcos,
California. For Russ, the process starts with an annual pilgrimage
to Kentucky to hand-select and harvest freshly cut oak logs to make
his chair parts. For the straightest possible grain, Russ prefers to
hand-rive blanks from these green logs. Blanks then air-dry to
about 20 percent moisture content for shaping and steam-bending.
(See "Straight talk on riving wood" onpage 55.)

Why air-dried? Kiln-dried lumber can be steam-bent, but it
resists softening because kiln-drying hardens lignin too much for
steaming. When Russ bends kiln-dried lumber as a demonstration
or out of necessity, he buys pieces with the straightest grain avail-
able and then soaks parts in a PVC pipe filled with water and liquid
fabric softener for at least a week before steaming them.

Once steam-bending time arrives, Russ wheels out a customized
steamer, shown above right, that uses a PVC pipe just long enough
to hold pieces for the back legs and slats of his chairs. A cart also

woodrnagazine.com

Opposite page: Russ inserts one end of workpiece into a hold-down
built into one end of a form and secures it with a wooden wedge.
Above: The steam chamber, water tank, heat source, and form
holder ride on a cart for easy setup and storage.

Russ's steamer uses a 22-quarlwater tank from a recycled steel
pressure cookerto avoid refills while steaming.

holds the water tank made from a converted Z2-quart, stainless-steel
pressure cooker and a burner, plus a swing-out stand (see photo
opposite) that supports his bending forms to save precious time get-
ting wood from the steamer to the form.
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Steanr bending forrns and their parts

Back chair leg
a.-1.:'r,::^i,': ,,.

. . . ! . ! '

t
I
I
I

The top form makes compound curves using a mix of screw-down brackets and straps
plus a compression strap. The right end of the form holds the compression strap handle in
place. The lower form creates a simple curve, using two U-bolts and wedges. The maple
and walnut slat form at right is modeled after one used in the middle to late 1700s.

bolts (stored positionf 
'compression strap

*rir11qErryir*b-. with handle

When to bend
Though an expert on steam bending, Russ
is quick to point out its limitations. The technique
works best when the steam-bent piece will be held
in place by other parts of a project, the way that
the back legs of his ladderback chairs hold the
curved slats in place, as shown above.

.Steam-bent parts will have some springback,
the tendency of the wood to restraighten after
leaving the form. No formula can predict
springback; it varies with the amount of time the
bent piece remains in a form, whether the wood is
air-dried or kiln-dried, the thickness and species of
the wood, and the character of individual boards.

Experience willteach you whether a specific
project part or wood species can be steam bent. A
Vi'-thick piece of oak or ash may bend around a 3"
radius just short of cracking while a strip of
mulberry twice as thick could make the same
bend. To tdst steamed parts, Russ created a
pyramid of seven plywood disks-each V+"
thick-that starts al24" diameter and tapers to 12'
diameter in 2" increments. He wraps test parts
around progressively smaller disks
untilthe wood reaches its breaking point.
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Russ inserts parts into a cool steamer and
lights the burner. Once puffs of 212" steam
emerge from the vent holes, he starts the
countdown. As arule of thumb, Russ steams
wood at the rate of one hour for every inch
of wood thickness. Wood that refuses to
yield to the bending form can be returned to
the steamer for an extra 15-30 minutes
before trying again.

Once wood leaves the steamer, Russ has
to work quickly. Lignin immediately begins
to reharden, giving him fewer than 5 min-
utes to secure the part in a form.

forms follow function
Parts should stay in their forms for at least a
week to keep the wood from restraightening,
called "springback." Given this huny-up-
and-wait approach, Russ designs his forms to
be loaded quickly and then left to sit without
tying up his supply of clamps.

For example, the compound curve form
shown at top includes elastic bands to hold
bolts that will be inserted into holes on the
three pairs of straps. The brackets on the
three U-bolts are quickly tightened using an
impact driver.

The form also includes a compression
strap: a flexible, stainless-steel band attached
to the form on one end and extending to a
handle on the other. The strap disperses
bending stresses on the wood's outside fibers
to reduce the chance ofcracks.

Russ prefers U-bolts and wedges over tie-
ing up an assortment of clamps for days at a
time. The wedges also help spread out the

clamping pressure while forcing the bent
wood against the form.

For bending the back slats, Russ uses a
bending form inspired by one dating back to
the Dominy family of furnituremakers and
craftsmen in East Hampton, New York,
from the early 1700s to the mid-1800s. In
the example shown above, slats reinforce
each other as they're bent at different radii
against the form and held in place by U-
bolts and wedges stored in elastic loops on
the base of the form. Both sides lock in place
using a top piece forced down by a wedge.
None of the forms carry a finish that could
be harmed by the heated wood or block the
wood from drying.

lf bent quickly after being pulled from the
steam chamber, this workpiece will easily
wrap across the form.
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Straight talk on riving wood
Project parts with straight grain better withstand the stress of
bending than wood where the grain emerges from either surface.
That's why Russ hand-splits, or rives, his own parts from green
logs cut slightly longer than the length of such finished project
parts as ladderback chair slats.

Riving requires simple tools, some of them hundreds of years
old: a hammer, a wedge (l ike that used for splitt ing firewood), a
froe (see Sources), and a wood mallet for striking the froe.
Always wear safety glasses, especially when striking the splitting
wedge with a metal hammer. Here's how the process works:

l. Split the log into sections
Holdthewedge -
perpendicular to a
log's growth rings,
using any checking
as a starting place.
Hammer the wedge
in unti l the wood
splits along its
length; then repeat
to divide the log into
sections, as shown
above. Split pieces
of oak reveal ray
flecks in the grain,
as shown at right.

2. Split parts from sections
Hold the froe against the end of a split
section so the blade parallels the rings of
the wood. Using a hardwood mallet, drive
the froe into the wood to start the split, as
shown above.

Years of experience have taught Russ a
few steam-bending secrets:
I Soften up hardwoods. Soaking air-
dried hardwood parts for a week helps
prepare the lignin for bending. To help the
water penetrate the wood, add lz cup of
fabric softener as a surfactant. Add water
daily so long as the wood absorbs it. Once
the wood is bent and sanded, the softener
won't interfere with stains or finishes.
I Minimize wood thickness. When
bending parts that will have a taper, Russ
tapers the wood before steaming to reduce
its resistance to bending. On parts where
he'll round over two edges along the inside
face of a bend, he chamfers those edges

4,Work parts to size
Riven pieces now can be cut
to length and shaped by hand,
as Russ demonstrates at /e/f,
or machined. Straight grain
makes them easy to plane and
steam bend.

Hot tips on steam bending
before steaming to reduce the amount of
wood to be compressed during bending.
I Learn from experiments. While steam-
bending parts for a project, fill any leftover
space in your steamer with various sizes of
practice pieces to test their bending ability
for future projects.
I Pre-bend tight turns. Before chair slats
go into their forms, Russ starts the bends
by pressing parts against the outside curve
of a 16" PVC pipe. This makes it easier to
slip short pieces into the forms.

Sources
Froe; 15' Basic American Pattem no. 685-0015, $40.
Traditional Woodworker. Call 800/509-0081, or click on
traditionalwoodworker.com



Now it's your turn to try steam bending. If
you plan to build the plant stand on page 58,
here's what you'll need to bend its three
curved legs. Start by assembling the steam
box shown in Drawing 1.

We constructed it from one sheet of 3/q"
exterior plywood, purchased locally for $25.
Leave the plywood unfinished inside and
out to let it absorb and release moisture. The
four 48"-long box parts have identical :/s"-

deep grooves on one side and3/a" rabbets on
the other to simplify assembly. Six pieces of
PVC pipe held in place by the sides support
the wood above water that collects in the
bottom of the box during steaming and
make it easy to slide project parts into and
out of the chamber. Where the insides of the
doors meet the ends of the box, add foam
weatherstripping for a tight seal.

We sized the chamber for the 4O"-long
legs of the plant stand. For projects requir-
ing shorter parts, downsize the box as much
as possible to conserve steam and distribute
it more evenly.

Drainage holes on the bottom of the box
also prevent pressure from building up.
Steam under pressure can cause severe
burns instantly.

To power our steam-bending chamber,
we used an electric kettle and extension pipe
from Lee Valley Tools (no. 05F14.01,
$37.50; 800/871-8158 or leevalley.com). An
oval slot on the underside of the box accom-
modates the angle of the pipe, while the two
legs hold the box at the correct height. We
were able to keep the chamber steamed for
an hour by refilling the kettle just once.

Il srenu Box EXpLoDED vtEW

21/B'

3" hasp, centered

5/4'

#5 x 7e" F.H.
wood screw

s/+" drain hole 4" strap
hinge

Added t/e" holes for
mounting to bottom of case

7se" shank hole, countersunk

Foam weather stripping

(-
#8 x  1y4 '  F .H.
wood screw

I

z/e" holes
/z" deep

#8 x 11/q" F.H.
wood screw

\ iI

/z' lD PVC pipe
6tslro" long
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Note: All stock is s/a" plywood.
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Putting Russts lessons in action
We brought home the steam-bending
lessons from Russ Filbeck's workshop to
create a trio of curved legs for the plant
stand onpage 58.

To start, \se 3/+" plywood to assemble
three of the forms shown in Drawings 2 and
3. Prepare the necessary hardware by saw-
ing off the threaded portions of six 2" square
U-bolts, and cut six wedges roughly 4%"
long and s/a" thick at one end. In addition to
the steaming box and steam source, you'll
need heat-resistant cups to catch condensate
from the vent holes, a waterproof tarp to
protect your workbench, and towels to mop
up spills. For safety, always wear sturdy
leather gloves when handling heated wood.

2" U-bolt cut at thread

L
1 1/2"

{-

HOLD-DOWN

5/sz" shank hole,-- i
3/+"

countersunk
2-)zt/o"
ES-----l+-

r
4',
L

t/2" holes

E eeNorNc FoRM EXPLoDED vrEW

Cut three workpieces for steaming, plus a
backup piece or two should a flaw in the
wood create an accidental split. Although
we used air-dried oak lumber for the plant
stand, we also experimented with kiln-dried
workpieces soaked for one week in 3" PVC
pipes filled with water and Vz cup of fabric
softener. These steamed and bent as well as
the air-dried pieces, with little springback.

Plan to steam thez/q"-thick pieces for one
hour after the first puffs of steam emerge

#8 x 1.1/4" F.H. -----\r
wooo screw {

I l" a

from the vent holes. The steaming time
remains the same whether you use air-dried
or soaked kiln-dried lumber. Check your
steam source periodically to ensure it
doesn't run out of water and overheat. While
waiting as the wood steams, position your
forms, U-bolts, and wedges on a work sur-
face near the steamer.

Forming the wood
Open the box door carefully and keep your
hands away from the escaping steam.
Remove one workpiece at a time, and
immediately insert one end of it into the
hold-down at the end of the form, as shown
in Photo A. Force that end tight against the
form by inserting a wedge.

With one hand, press the wood down
firmly against the form and use your other
hand to insert the U-bolts loosely into the
form, as shown in Photo B.

To hold the part firmly against the form,
tap wedges beneath the top leg of each U-
bolt, as shown in Photo C.

Leave the parts secured to the forms for at
least one week to minimize springback.
Then tap the wedges sideways to release
them and free the part. Before sanding, fin-
ishing, or using these workpieces in your
project, allow them to sit overnight to release
most of their springback. tF

Written by Bob Wilson with Russ Filbeck
lllusffiions: Roxanne LeMoine; Loma Johnson

F

la5.

E eeNorNG FoRM srDE vrEW

o a 1 / ^ t t  _

I  i -15"-
|  |  l --10"r t l
F-----+:_ | |
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simply graceful

I

plant stand
|r 

Two discs supported by three
curving legs equals a stunning
pedestal for a flower-filled vase.

ere's the perfect project for learn-
ing the basics of steam-bending.
Once you curve the legs, you're just

three parts and a few wood screws from
completing this eye-catching home accent.

I Overall dimensions are 15" diameter
x 352lro" high.
I For the board feet of lumber and
other items needed to build this project,
see page 61.

Bend the legs
I From %"-thick stock, cut three leg
I blanks (A) to the size in the Materials

List on page 61. For instructions on stock
selection, building forms and a steam box,
and steam-bending the legs, see page 52.

If you don't care to get your feet wet in
steam-bending, laminate the legs using
three r/qxI3/ax4}" strips for each leg, plus
one extra strip to use as a caul to distribute
clamping pressure. (You'll joint and plane
the legs to IVz" wide after laminating.) Use
the steam-bending form for laminating the
legs by eliminating the pocket at the bottom
end. Then, instead of securing the leg with
leaf-spring shackles and wedges, use your
woodworking clamps. For more informa-
tion on forming bent laminations, go to

)Mark each leg bottom cutline, as shown
Irrn Photo A. Then mark a top cutline
flush with the top of the bending form. Now
remove the legs from the forms, and
bandsaw and sand them to finished length.
Finish-sand the legs and sand slight cham-
fers along the edges.

i
I

I
il
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E uv our rHE RING AND sHELF tN 4 srEPS
STEP 1 Draw the radii for the parts. STEP 2 Draw the first leg-notch centerline'

1 5 "

Before removing each leg (A)from the
bending form, angle a straightedge as
shown and draw the bottom cutline. STEP 3 Draw the second and third

notch centerl ines.

Second
centerl ine

the center of the ring. Edge-join a second
oversize blank for the top (D). (We used
cherry for both blanks.) With the glue dry,
sand both blanks smooth.

!)Find the centers of both blanks by draw-
hingdiagonals on the bottom faces. Then
lay out the ring (B) and shelf (C), as shown
in Steps 1,2,3, and 4 of Drawing 1.
Note: When it's time for assembly, you can
pocket-screw the shelf to the legs, using a
pocket-hole jig. We chose another method

STEP 4 Draw the leg notches and
dri l l  shank holes.

that uses an ordinary Forstner bit. See the
Shop Tip below.
{) Drill a blade start hole in one of the leg-
Onotch areas, and jigsaw the shelf (C)
from the blank, as shown in Photo B. Then
jigsaw the outer diameter of the ring (B).
Now disc-sand the outside diameters of both
parts to the lines, and drum-sand the inside
of the ring to the line. Finally, jigsaw the
notches in the ring and shelf, testing the fit
with a leg (A).

Centering the jigsaw blade between the ring
(B) inside diameter l ine and the shelf (C)
outside diameter line, cut out the shelf.

Ma_ke the ring, shelf,
and top
I Edge-join t/q"-thick stock to make an
I oversize blank for the ring (B). You'll

make the shelf (C) from the waste cut from

How to pocket-screw without a jig

In this project, when fastening the shelf (C)
to the legs (A), you'l l  want to avoid plugged
screw holes on the faces of the legs.
Pocket-screwing from the back is the perfect
solution, and here's a way to do it i f you
can't justify buying a pocket-hole j ig.

First, with a Forstner bit, drill 3/+" holes 1/+"

deep in the bottom of the shelf where shown
al near right.Then, placing the tip of as/sz"
bi t  in the corner of  each hole,  dr i l l  a shank
hole at a 35o angle. To guide the bit,
bandsaw a bevel on a piece of scrap, as
shown at far right. At assembly time, drill
pi lot holes and fasten the shelf to the legs
with ordinary flathead wood screws.

woodmagazine.com
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deep

. 1 .  i

3/l'

Vi"

15,,_4

First centerline 7ez" shank hole, countersunk

3/q" hole t/q" deep
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Glamp the legs (A) into the shelf (C) notches,
positioning the shelf with 107c"-long spacers.
Mark the shelf top and bottom on one leg.

Notch the legs for the shelf
I To mark the notch location for the shelf
f (C) on one leg (A), first clamp the legs

into the notches in the ring (B). Keep the top
outside ends of the legs flush with the top
surface of the ring. Then, cut three I03/i'-
long spacers from scrap, and working on a
flat surface, mark the shelf location on the
leg, as shown in Photo C.

DTo set up your tablesaw to cut the trian-
Er gular notches for the shelf (C) in the legs
(A), see the sidebar below.

finish up
I Chuck a V4" round-over bit into your
I table-mounted router, and rout the edges

of the shelf (C) and top (D), where shown on
Drawing 3. Then switch to a W' round-over

bit, and rout just the bottomedge of the ring
(B). Finish-sand the parts.

DAt with the previous dry assembly,
Erclamp the legs (A) into the ring (B)
notches. Then clamp the shelf (C) in place,
making sure it is seated in the leg notches.
Drill countersunk screw holes through the
legs and into the ring, where shown on
Drawing 3, and drive the screws. Now turn
the base assembly (NBIC) upside down on
your workbench, and fasten the shelf in
place, where shown on Drawing 3a and as
shown in Photo G. Finally, turn the base
right side up, and sand the top ends of the
legs flush with the top face of the-ring.

Qlnspect all the parts, and finish-sand
tJwhere needed. Apply a clear finish. [We
brushed two coats of satin polyurethane

IVlaking controlled cuts in curved parts
Making repeat cuts in curved parts is a bit more complicated
than making the same cuts in straight parts. Here's how to do
this when cutting the notches for the shelf (C) in the legs (A).

First make the notched stopblock shown on Drawing 2.
Then install a 7+" dado blade in your tablesaw, and attach a
3O"-long extension to the miter gauge. To back the cuts,
position the extension so the dado blade cuts through it. Next,

using a drafting triangle to position the shelf top mark
perpendicular to the saw table, align the mark with the dado
blade, as shown in Photo D. Clamp the leg to the extension at
the center and support the top end with the notched
stopblock, as shown in Photo F. Recheck the alignment of the
shelf mark, as shown in Photo E. Now adjust the cutting
depth, as shown in Photo D, and cut notches in allthree legs.

E ruorcHED sroPBLocK
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onto the base assembly and three coats onto
the top (D), sanding with 220-grit sandpaper
between coats.]

lllPlace the top (D) bottom face up on your
'fworkbench. Center the ring (B) on the
top. Using the shank holes in the ring as
guides, drill pilot holes into the top, and
drive the screws. Now turn the plant stand
right side up, and complete yourproject with
a vase of freshly cut flowers. rl

Written by Jan Svec with Chuck Hedlund
Project design: Kevin Boyle
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

First, using the shelf (C) shank holes as
guides, drill pilot holes into the legs (A);
then drive the screws.

EE pocrET scREW DETATL

tZ" round-overs along
top and bottom edges

7e+" pilot hole
s/+" deep

Tee" shank hole,
countersunk on bottom face

t/z" round-over
along bottom edge

#8 x 1 1/c' F.H. wood screw

E exploDED vrEW

s/se" shank hole,
countersunk

#8 x 1Y2' F.H.
wood screw

V+" hole
Va" deep

#8  x  1 "  F .H .
wood screw

leg blanks

B* ring Tt' 13" diam. EC 1

C* shelf V+u 9u diam. EC 1

D* top Vq' 15" diam. EC
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials key WO-white oak, E0-edge-joined cherry.
Supplies: #8x1", #8x1t/+", and #8x1%" flathead
wood screws.
Bfade and bits: Stack dado set, 1/t" and %" round-over
router bits, 7a" Forstner bit.

woodm,agazine.corn
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Cutting Diagr.un

Vq x 31/2 x 96" White oak (2.7 bd. ft.)

7/aq" pilol hole g/e" deep

1Q3/c'

3/+x51/z x 96" Cherry (4 bd. ft.)
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henWOODo magazine Master Craftsman Chuck Hedlund heads to the lumberyard
for a couple of hours, he's not playing hooky. Just the opposite: By investing time and
trouble to sift through lumber stacks forjust the right stock, he sets his projects on the

path toward harmonious grain patterns and matching wood tones. These early efforts may go
unrewarded until after Chuck applies the last coat of finish, but even the best finish can't create
attractive grain that's lacking within the wood. Invisible glue lines and cabinet frames where the
wood colors blend together even without stain don't just happen by chance, either.

Focus on parts and prep work
Plan your purchases before you reach the lumber supplier by thinking in terms of buying
project parts instead ofjust lumber. Using your project parts list, examine what pieces you'll
need and prioritize them by appearance. For example, the visible components of a tabletop
will be more conspicuous than pieces hidden within a carcase.
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tirne can reveal color differences

2007: Same boards, different colors

The all-heartwood cherry boards in these bed panels appeared a good match when first built in 2001. But the boards darkened at
varying rates over time, now giving the headboard a mismatched appearance.

t
&r

Whenever possible, build solid-wood panels and
tabletops from a single board, or boards you know
came from the same log. Your panel pieces will
stand a better chance of matching in both the short
and long term, as you can see by the cherry panels
created for the sleigh bed in our September 2001
issue (#135), shown above.In just six years, the once
color-matched pieces of cherry used in these panels
darkened differently, something not apparent when
the bed was built. If you simply can't find enough
stock from the same board or log, apply stain during
the finishing process to help even out color differ-
ences now and in the future.

Cut parts with the grain in mind
Cutting diagrams help you make the most of your
lumber purchases, but they can't tell you how to
make the most of wood grain. Instead of studying
boards to see how many parts can be cut from the
least amount of wood, consider what grain works the
best for each part.

For example, the cutting diagram for the Arts &
Crafts nightstand (November 2004, #159), shown at
right, is based on getting the most project parts from
hypothetical board sizes. It shows parts A and C cut
from a different board than parts B and D to make the

woodm,agazine.corn

For the best figure and color match, cut all five parts of the side panel, shown
above, from a single board or two boards from the same log.

ff0*.r&r& f,h ehorry panels match
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side panel. So you either need two boards
from one log or one board long enough to
cut all five parts for each side. Remember, a
cutting diagram is just a guide, not a man-
date, for how to cut parts from boards.

If one project part in particular provides
an opportunity to show off an attractive
grain pattern, knot, or other grain feature-
the top rail of a headboard, for example-
note that on your shopping list. To preview
how a piece will look on the finished proj-
ect, cut the part's shape out of a piece of
paper and bring this "window" to the store
with you to position on different boards.
Back in your shop, use the window, or a
more rugged cardboard duplicate, to rough-
plan the final cut, as shown at right.

Other items to bring along on your shop-
ping trip include a tape measure and chalk
for marking which parts you'll cut from
each board. If your lumber dealer sells
rough-cut or skip-planed stock, bring along
a sharp block plane, a bottle of water, and a
rag to check for grain details and color.

Let's go lumber shopping
Once at the store, start by weeding out
warped or twisted boards that will only get
worse with age and humidity changes. Don't
pass up rough-cut pieces with a slight taper
along the edges; these boards just follow the
shape of the tree.

Now you're ready to sort the most promis-
ing boards by grain and color. That can be
tricky when saw marks and debris partially
obscure the surface. If the lumberyard
owner allows, here's where your block plane
comes in handy. For a look at what's beneath
the rough-sawn surface, lightly plane the
board to reveal grain details beneath the
saw marks, as shown above, far right.

Now that you have a better idea of what's
below the surface, choose the dominant
grain pattern for your project from the types
illustrated at right, center. Quartersawn
stock will yield straight-grain surfaces, an
easy pattern to match and one that's more
dimensionally stable than flatsawn lumber.
Flatsawn boards, on the otherhand, produce
a more dramatic grain pattern and are often
less expensive because this sawing method
makes more efficient use of each log.

Whether you choose quartersawn,
riftsawn, or flatsawn figure, determine
which parts need to be consistent with each
other. You may want to cut table legs from
quartersawn stock, for example, but make
the tabletop from riftsawn lumber.

64

Paper windows let you rough out the position
of cuts for a balanced pattern.

Planing a small portion of rough-sawn lumber
can reveal figure surprises.

Different cuts yield different figures

Center-cut
Growth rings
radiate around
the pith.

Riftsawn
Growth rings
angled 46" to 75',

Flatsawn
Growth rings meet the
face at 45" or less.

Sapwood

Heaftwood

Mixed
Straight grain
at the edges;
cathedralgrain
in the center.

Quartersawn
Growth rings
meet the face
at 76" to 90'.
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If you need more than one board for a
glue-up, wipe a water-soaked rag across the
surface, as shown on the previous page, for
a preview of how well they'lI match after
you apply a finish. Back in the shop, you can
do the same thing using mineral spirits.

With your choice boards set aside, orga-
nize cuts around the features of specific
boards. Some boards are wide enough to
contribute more than one part. By splitting
an extra-wide board, like the one shown at
right, you can create straight-grained stock
for stiles and rails and use the cathedral
grain at the center to form parts of the center
panel in a raised-panel door.

Transform rouqh stock into
contributing pirts
Double-check your in-store observations by
planing or jointing rough-sawn lumber to
study all of the grain-including any sur-
prises, such as the curly figure in the piece
of ash shown below near right Once you
can see what each board has to offer, map
out which parts to cut from specific boards.

As you're laying out your cuts, you may
discover that the best patterns don't always
follow the edge of the board. If necessary,
mark and rough-cut pieces at an angle to
follow the best grain flow.

Not all parts benefit from this approach.
The top pair of drawers in the cabinet shown
at right, centen for example, were cut from
contiguous pieces of the same board, as
were the bottom pair. Study the fronts on
both pairs and you'll see that the grain flows
almost uninterrupted from the drawer faces
on the left to the ones on the right.

Grain flow is equally important for large
and small projects where corners wrap
around, such as the jewelry box shown atfar
right. After cutting your four pieces slightly
oversize from the same board, number each
piece in order and indicate the front surface
and top. Then make your 45o miter cuts at
each corner, removing as little stock as pos-
sible. As you prepare to glue the sides
together, order them in the same sequence
they were cut from the stock, with surfaces
facing out and up as marked. The result will
be grain lines that seem to flow from one
side to the next at three of the four corners.

Learn more Wood$rorking $kills at:
woodmagazine.com/skills

Grain flows from the left to the right drawers because they're cut from the same boards.

Just one pass on the jointer exposes curly
grain that adds character to a project.

Cutting four box pieces from a single board
lets the grain flow around the corners.

Extra-wide boards may extend from one side of a log to the other, creating amix of grains.

4  ' '  - J
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a galleryof great g
e could write pages about techniques for matching wood color and grain for the
most attractive effect, but pictures provide even better explanations. We chose these

examples, mostly from past projects shown in this magazine,to demonstrate the many
potential payoffs for your grain-matching efforts.

Match solid stock and plynrood panels
The secret of this traditional oak sideboard (May 2004, issue #155) is the way,the grain of
the plywood panels in the doors matches that of the solid oak frame. The fronts oithe three
drawers coordinate so well because they came from the same board-even though the cutting
diagram shows them cut from two separate boards for more efficient use of the lumber.

Lrook for patterns in plyw6od
Even plywood panels give you options for making
the most of wood grain. Just as you would with a
solid wood panel, center the glue lines to make the
design as symmetricalas possible.

Match grain for glue-ups
The color and grain pattern on the four
pieces forming the top of this night
stand (November 2004, issue #159),
shown above, match so closely that
the panel seems made from a single
board. The most dramatic swirls are
at the front where they're sure to be
noticed.

Showcase the woodts character
Show off unusualfeatures in the wood, such
as the cluster of knots on the top rail of this
pine bookshelf (March 2004, issue #154). Use
a paper cutout of the rail shape to center the
feature on your part, as shown on page 106.

Resaw for book-matched parts
Although there's a mix of grain patterns in
this dresser (December 2004, issue #160),
the swirling grain of the inset panels seems
to flow together. That's because they were
resawn from a single board.
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Dramatic grain requires added planning
There's nothing wrong with vivid grain patterns like those
on the desktop at right-it that's the effect you want.
Coordinating dramatic patterns into a desktop can be
challenging, however. Straight-grain stock used for the
student desk above (November 2002, issue #145) makes
it easier to coordinate pieces and creates a more refined
look for your project.

Center panel patterns
When working with book-matched plywood
panels or veneers, center the most prominent
figure, as on the side of this sofa table.

woodmagazine.com

Luck favors the prepared woodworker
While purchasing knotty pine stock for the base of this hutch (March
2003, issue # 147), Master Craftsman Ghuck Hedlund discovered two
boards cut from the same log with the same arrangement of knots.
He then glued up two raised panels with mirroring knot patterns. i
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a cut-above

mitersaw
latform

A free-sliding inner rest
on each extension lets you
instantly position extra support
where needed.Fl ip-up

stopblock
enables
on-the-money
repetitive cuts.

t
A
I
I

Cut boards
up to 10' long
with the outer
rests fully
extended.

Easy-grip
four-arm
knobs lock
the pipe
extensions '$ 

f ,

i

b
;',**::n",f1

Cleats spaced
to straddle
your sawhorse
rails create a
rock-solid
workstation.

Extension
rests

The stopblock on each outer extension rest
makes precise repetitive cuts a snap.
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E exploDED vtEW
63/q"

61/2"

1 " slot 7t/2" long, centered

t/+" round-over. both sides

lz-----r--

1t le"  hole

countersunk on bottom

I Overall dimensions are 48tle" wide
(121" wide fully extended) x 20" deep
x 6tl2" high.
I Approximate weight: 57 pounds
I Materials needed: One 4x8 sheet of
s/+" plywood, one 1x6 (%x51/2") maple
board 8' long, and four 1" galvanized
pipes 423/q" long, all found at your local
home center or hardware store.
I The stand assembles. quickly with
glue and screws.

a-'/uo" pilot hole a/a" dee|

7se" shank hole. countersunk
on bottom face

t
See note.

Y
+

# 8 x 1 1 / z ' F . H .
wood screw

I8\-- /+" T-nut

,#8 
x 11/z'  F.H. wood screw

I s/ez" shank hole, countersunk

t/a" round-overs

t/q-20 tour-arm knob
1t/z" long

-I
Parts@spaced to fit sawhorse

Note: Widths of parts@and@sized so that
top edges are level with mitersaw table.

1" galvanized pipes
423/4" long

3/q" counte(bofe 1/a" deep on inside

tear-out. Complete the slots using your jig-
saw. Then rout a /+" round-over along both
edges of the slots.

ilGlue the platform rests/handles (B) to
'lthe top face of the top platform (A),
where dimensioned [Drawing 2]. Drill the
mounting holes, and drive the screws.

f Cut the pipe guides (C) to size. Glue and
rJclamp the two outer pipe guides to the
top face of the bottom platform (A), flush
with the edges and ends [Drawing 1]. Drill
the mounting holes, and drive the screws.

face with a s/ro" hole centered inside ,i iL1.,,"7"?
#8x2r/2" panhead Screw --/ side-to-side 21/q'

t/+" flat washer

To attach the center and inner guides, hack-
saw four pieces of 1" galvanized pipe (for
the extensions) to 423/q" long. Using the
pipes and business cards as spacers, position
and mount the center guides [Photo B].
Repeat to mount the inner guides. The busi-
ness cards provide clearance to ensure that
the pipes slide freely between the guides.

AApply glue to the top edges of the pipe
lf guides (C). Then clamp the top platform
(A/B) to the bottom platform (A/C), keep-
ing the edges of the platforms aligned.

Start with the platforms
I Cut the top/bottom platforms (A) to the
I size listed [Materials List, page 7]1.

Mark centerpoints for four counterbored
holes for t/q" T-nuts on the bottomface of the
top platform, where dimensioned [Draw-
ings 1 and 21. Drill and counterbore the
holes. Then install the T-nuts.

DTo determine the width of the platform
Arests/handles (B), measure the height of
your mitersaw table [Photo A]. (Our saw
table measured 3sAe".) Then cut the rests/
handles to the size listed, and the width
equal to your measurement.

2To form a centered 1" slot 7Vz" long in
rJthe platform rests/handles (B), mark
centerpoints 6t/;' apart for 1" holes, where
dimensioned fDrawing 1]. Bore the holes
using a Forstner bit and backer to prevent

woodmagazine.com

Using a combination square, measure from
a flat surface to your mitersaw table to find
the width of the platform rests/handles (B).

With a business card bent around a 1" pipe
at each end for a spacer, mount the center
pipe guides (C)to the bottom platform (A).

tr

1" ho le
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Add the extension rests
I Cut four 6x20" blanks for the extension
I rests (Dl. fo determine the exact width

of the rests, place your mitersaw on the top
platform (A). Lay a straight edge of a length
of scrap across the mitersaw table, a plat-
form rest/handle (B), and overhanging an
end of the platform assembly. Measure from
the bottom of the straight edge to the bottom
face of the bottom platform. Now rip the
blanks to the measured width. Do not
remove the scrap.

DTo mark location lines on the extension
Errests (D) for boring holes to receive the
1" galvanized pipes [Drawing 1], draw
centerlines at one end of the bottom plat-
form (A) in the openings between the pipe
guides (C). Draw a centerline in the outer
opening at the front and the inner opening
at the back.

Next, position an edge of an extension
rest against the bottom platform, and extend
the marked centerlines in the pipe openings
onto the rest lPhoto C]. Then flip the rest up
to position it against the platform assembly
and the scrap's straight edge, and draw a
line on the end of the rest at the bottom of
the top platform [Photo D]. (This line
locates the top of the pipe holes to position
the tops of the rests even with the mitersaw
table.) Now, using a square, draw intersect-
ing lines from the marked locations on the
rest for the hole at each end. Transfer the
marks and lines onto the remaining rests.

QFor the two outer extension rests (D),
tfbore holes at the marked locations using
a l" Forstner bit [Photo E]. Identify the outer
rests. Switch to a 1%" Forstner bit, and repo-
sition the fence so that the bit alisns with the

I nnnrs vtEW TOP PLATFORM
(Top face shown)

s/ro" hole with a 7a" counterbore Locations of parts@on bottomJacet/e", deep on bottom face

7sz" shank hole, countersunk
on bottom face

-4"a I%"
i--.---------l J 5ee

jnote.
__r_ gyot

l see' note.

20"

42',
Note: Spacing between parts @ to freely fit 1"-diam.

galvanized pipes is determTned during assembly.

OUTER EXTENSION REST (Outside face shown)
3/q" counlerbo(e 1/e" deep on inside
face with a s/ro" hole centered
inside of r ight part@only

7a" counterbore t/a" deep on inside face with a
s/ro" hole centered inside of left part@only

3/sz" pilot hole
2t/z" deep

See note 1.

See note 2.

Locations
of parts@

Straightedge

Flip the rest up 90'. Then mark the location
top platform (A) on the end of the rest.

Note 1 : Locations of holes to position top of part Cd) level
with mitersaw table are determined during'asse-mbly.

Note 2: Width sized so that top edge is level with
mitersaw table.

r +-T
\See note 1 .

Locations of parts

Locations of parts @on bottom face

l-sed
note 1 .

with the ends of an extension rest (D) aligned with the bottom platform
(A), extend the centerlines from the pipe openings.

of the bottom of the
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Align the Forstner bit with the marked lines on the Extension rests (D). Drill mounting holes centered into the edge ol the two outer
Bore 1" holes in thg outer rests and I t/6" holes in the inner rests. extension rests (D) and through the 1" pipes, Drive the screws.

marked line for the top of the hole. Then
bore the holes through the two inner rests.
(The larger holes let the rests slide freely on
the pipes.) Note that the hole spacings are
the same in all of the rests. To accommodate
the offset pair of pipes at each end of the
platform assembly [Drawing 1], you'llflip a
pair of rests at one end.

,,1f Rout at/q" round-over around both edges
'lof 

the lt/a" holes in the inner extension
rests (D) [Drawing 1]. Next, check the fit of
the l" pipes in the holes in the outer rests.
Using a round fite, t/q"-diameter 120-grit
sanding drum in your portable drill, or an
oscillating spindle sander, enlarge the holes,
as needed, to snugly fit the pipes. To main-
tain the correct location of the top edges of
the extension rests, do not file or sand the
tops of the holes. With the ends of the pipes
flush with the outside face of the extensions,
drill mounting holes to secure the pipes, and
drive the screws [Drawing 2, Photo F].

Gutting Diagrarn

s/nxSr/z x 96" Maple (4 bd. f t .)

woodmagazine.corn

f Cut the stopblocks (E) to size. Then drill
I as/to" hole through the stopblocks, where
dimensioned [Drawing 1].

ATo attach the stopblocks to the outer
lJextension rests (D), mark a centerpoint
on the inside face of each rest, where dimen-
sioned fDrawing 2]. Note the different hole
locations for the right and left extensions to
place the holes at the front of the platform
assembly. Drill and counterbore the holes.
Then install aVq" T-nut in each counterbore.

Finish up
I Cut the sawhorse cleats (F) to size. Glue
I and screw the cleats, spaced to straddle

the top rails of your sawhorses, to the bot-
tom platform (A) at thoends [Drawing 1].

f Sand all parts to 180 grit and ease any
Asharp or rough edges. Remove the dust.
If you wish, apply a clear finish (recom-
mended for outdoor use). (We applied two
coats of spar varnish.)

QAttach the stopblocks (E) to the outer
tJextension rests (D) with V4-20 four-arm
knobs l/2" long and Vq" flat washers [Draw-
ing 1]. Using a permanent marker, draw a
line on the top of each pipe 3" from the end
to identify the maximum extension for
safety. Next, slide the inner extension rests
(D) over the pipes in the orientations shown
[Drawing 1]. Then, guide the pipes into the
appropriate openings in the platform. Secure
the pipes with the same-size four-arm knobs
and flat washers.

,llFinally place the stand on sawhorses,
'''iland center your mitersaw on the top
platform. Drill mounting holes, where
needed, and secure the saw with suitable
fasteners. Now dig into a project, and safely
chop away! dl

Written by Owen Duvall
Project design: Kevin Boyle
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

top/bottom
platforms

3/t" 42" 20'

platform rests/
handles

3/+" t

C pipe guides 3/a' 11/'ra" 42"

D* extension rests 3/t" t

E stopblocks V+" 2' 8"

F sawhorse cleats 3/q' 1u
-Parts initially cut oversize, See the instructions.
t Finished widths of platform rests/handles (B) and extension
rests (D) are determined by measurements during assembly.

Materials key: P-plywood, M-maple.
Supplies: t/+" T-nuts (6), #8x1t/2" flathead wood screws (42),
1" galvanized pipes 42sl+' long (4), #8x2r/2" panhead screws
(4),r/0" llalwashers (6),Vr-2Q four-arm knobs 1/z" long (6),
Bits: g/+". 1". and 1/e" Forstner bits: /c" round-over router bit.

s/q x 48 x 96" Plywood
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I Overall dimensions for the mirror at left
are 222/a" wide x 2s/e" deep x 692/a" high.
I Shown in cherry, oak, and maple.
I This project uses a stock-size 16x60"
beveled mirror you can buy at a hard-
ware store or home center. To determine
part dimensions for a different-size mir-
ror, see the sidebar on page 75.
t The simplicity of butt-joint construction
makes this an easy weekend project.
I Learn how to ensure perfect-fitting
assemblies by ripping and crosscutting
parts with crit ical widths and lengths at
the same t ime.

'i:=:;#;={:ia=€{t6=3

. F -  - : * . =  - t - .  l

*F - *s

Three distinct styles share
the same simple construction.
(We'11 build the version at /eff
here. See page 76 to build the
mirrors shown abore.) No
matter which one you choose,
you'll have it out of the shop
and on the wall in record time.

Build the frame
I Cut the stiles (A) to size fMaterials List,
L page 75l.To ensure that the plinth blocks

(D) are the same width as the stiles, rip a
3/+"-thick,20"-long blank to width when you
rip the stiles. Mark the plinth block blank,
and set it aside.

DTo form the stile (A) flutes, mark flute-
lrstop lines on both ends of each stile
[Drawing 1]. Cut four3/qx2x23/+" stopblocks
from scrap. Then chuck a t,/,t" round-nose bitin three pleasing designs
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Clamp a stile (A) with attached stopblocks to your workbench. Adjust a plunge router edge guide to
center a 7c" round-nose bit on the stile. Position the base against the first stopblock. Plunge the bit
into the stile, and move the router along the length labove leftl. To avoid burning, quickly move the
router away from the first stopblock after plunging, and immediately retract the bit when the router
base contacts the second stopblock. The flute begins and ends at the stop lines labove rightl.

&
#i

into a plunge router, and adjust it to cut /+"
deep. Measure the distance from the edge of
the bit to the edge of the router base. Posi-
tion the stopblocks the measured distance
from the flute-stop lines, and screw them to
the stiles. Rout center flutes on each stile
[Photos A and B]. Readjust the edge guide,
and rout the outside flutes.

El exploDED vrEW

#8 x 2t/2" F.H. wood screw

#8 x3/a" F.H..wood screw

Tsz" shank hole,
countersunk
on back face

Minimum 66tl+"
to top of

baseboard

2To ensure that the rails (B), dentil mold-
tJings (E), and beads (F) are the same
length, first cut two t/qx4v2x16" blanks for
the rails, atAx2tAx 16" blank for the dentil
moldings, and a Vqxlt/qxl6" blank for the
beads. (You'll rip two dentil moldings and
two beads from each respective blank.)
Then attach an extension to your miter

gauge, clamp a stopblock to the extension,
and cut the four blanks to the 15%" finished
length. Mark the dentil molding and bead
blanks and set them aside.

/lUse a pockerhole jig to drill pocket
'tholes in the backs of the rails (B) [Draw-
ing 2al. Then rout chamfers along one edge
of each rail [Drawing 2]. Assemble the mir-

l

, ff iW,4,5/8,,
AD ; 

---iF
la-15s/a" tffi

2/+"4-

l l l

^f'W
--v

I
ogee

iffi*\

Tsz" Roman
(Freud no. 38-104, MLCS no.8660)

tZ" flutes t/q" deep

EE pocrET scREW DETATL
(Viewed from back)

7e" rabbets
t/a" deep,
routed after
frame assembly

45 'bevel
i" ' ;- r6"

,----\-l-t="..=*p='<- |
l-rY
18s/e" I
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Glamp the stiles (A) and rails (B) together facedown, aligning
the parts with a piece of scrap. Then drive the pocket screws.

ror frame (A/B) [Photo G]. Now chuck a 3/s"
rabbet bit into a handheld router and rout a
rabbet to accept the mirror lPhoto D].
Square the corners of the rabbet with a
chisel. and finish-sand the frame.

EE seno DETATL

Clamp the frame securely to your workbench, and rout a rabbet
along the inside edges, cl imb-cutt ing to avoid tear-out.

Note: The bevelwidth on stockmirrors var-
ies, and some stock mirrors have no bevel.
Before rabbeting the frame make test cuts
in scrap, adjusting the depth of cut so the
backs of the mirror andframe areflush.

EE ocee DETATL

fCut the cap and base (C) to size. Then
rJrout a3/s" beadalong the ends and edges
of each part [Drawing 2b]. Finish-sand the
cap and base. Now glue and clamp the parts
to the rails (B), with the back edges over-
hanging the back faces of the rails V2"
[Drawing 2c), and centered side-to-side.

Apply the moldings
I Retrieve the blank for the plinth blocks
I (D), plane rt to s/s" thick, and cut the

blocks to length. Rout an ogee profile along
one end of each part [Drawing 2d], using a
follower block to keep the part square to the
router-table fence and to prevent chip-out.
Finish-sand the plinth blocks.

f Retrieve the dentil molding (E) blank.
AThen on the back of the blank along one
edge, lay out thee/ro" rabbets,7+" dadoes, and
%" dentils [Drawing 3]. Now chuck a 3/a"

straight bit into your table-mounted router,
and rout the blank [Photos E and F]. Finish-
sand the dadoes, and rip two dentil moldings
from the blank. Finish-sand the moldings.

QRetrieve the blank for the beads (F).
tJThen rout /a" round-overs along both
edges [Drawing 2e]. Now rip two beads
from the blank, and finish-sand them.

/ First dry-fitting the parts, glue and
'f 

clamp the plinth blocks (D), dentil mold-
ings (E), and beads (F) to the frame (A/B/C)

[Photo G].

Add the back and cleats
I Cut the cleats (G) to size. Rip bevels
I along one edge of each cleat [Drawings
2and 2cl. Finish-sand the parts. Center one
cleat side-to-side on the back of the top rail
(B), push it snug against the cap (C), and
clamp it in place. Then drill screw holes
through the cleat and into the rail, and screw
it in place.
j)Cut the back (H) to size, and drill the
Ctscrew holes [Drawing 2]. Fit the back to
make sure there is clearance at the top for
the wall cleat [Drawing 2c].

1Se/a'

E oeml MoLDTNG

I
1 1,/+',

Ed cunr MoUNTTNG DETATL
EE eeno DETATL

ta'
1/2V+{.1 ).\"/o"

\)  
) " /2"  )n"
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%" nolch
deep -

straight blt 
tr

With a %" straight bit, rout a Vre"-deep notch
in the miter-gauge extension. Then mark the
notch edges on the extension.

Apply finish and assemble
I Inspect all parts and finish-sand, where
I needed.Apply a stain, if you desire, and

then apply a clear finish. (We applied
Varathane Tiaditional Cheny no. 245 stain
and sprayed on two coats of satin lacquer.)

twith the finish dry, lay the frame face-
frdown and insert the mirror. (To center
ourbeveled mirror, we inserted thin spacers
between the mirror and frame.) Lay the

Ex,te_nsbn

Blank for
parts @

To keep the blank from slipping, apply
sandpaper to the extension. Align the layout
and extension marks, and rout the dadoes.

back (H) in place, and using the holes in the
back as guides, drill pilot holes into the
frame. Drive the screws.

QAttach the wall cleat (G) to the wall by
tfdriving screws into studs or using wall
anchors. (We recommend anchoring to at
least one stud.) Make surp the cleat is level,
and leave at least 66t/i'between the bottom
of the cleat and the top of the baseboard.
Hang the mirror by interlocking the frame

and wall cleats. Now step
back and see who's fair-
est of them all.

IIow to resize your parts for
a different-size mirror
lf your hardware store or home center
carries a mirror slightly different from the
16x60" one we used, here's how to adjust
your part dimensions. First, measure the
width and length of the mirror. Then make
the following calculations:
Length of A Add 87a" to mirror length.
Length of B, E, F Subtract Te" from mirror
width.
Length of G Add 67a" to mirror width.
Length of G Add 2Ve" to mirror width.
Width of H Add ZVa" to mirror width.
Length of H Add 5" to length of mirror.
Note: Changing the length of the dentil
molding (E) will require adiusting the
widths and spacing of the rabbets and
dadoes.

stiles
B* rails V+" 4Y2' 'l5Vs' C

C capand base 3/t' 25/au 22Va' C

D* plinfi blocls s/e" 2{q' 41/2"

E* dentilmoldings3/s' 11A' 15qd' C

F" beads th" Y2" 15Ve' C

G cleab 1/2' 11/z' 18Ve" C

H back Y4u 
'l$Vd' 65"

-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials key: C-cherry, HB-tempered hardboard.
Suppfiesl #9x7t", #8x1", and #8x2r/z" flathead wood
screws; #7x11/c" fine-thread pocket-hole screws; 16x60"
beveled mirror.
Bitsi t/" round-nose,45o chamfer,7a" rabbet, %" bead,
7sz" Roman ogee, %" straight, t/e" round-over router bits,

Written by Jan Svec with Ghuck Hedlund
Project design: Jeff Mertz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

Cutting Diagrarn

Step 1 Glue and clamp the first plinth block (D) to the stile (A),
flush at the outside edge, and snug against the cap (G).
Step 2 Glue and clamp a dentil molding (E) to the rail (B), snug
against the plinth block and the cap.
Step 3 Glue and clamp a bead (F) to the dentil and rail, snug
against the plinth block.
Step 4 Glue and clamp the second plinth block to the stile, snug
against the cap, dentil, and bead. Repeat at the base end.

e/qx71A x 96" Cherry (5.3 bd. ft.)

Vcx51/2 x 96" Cherry (4 bd. ft.) \9
"Plane or resaw to the thicknesses listed in the Materials List.

1/q x 48 x 96" Hardboard
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CLASSIC OAK STYLE

3ryr Glassic oak style
I For this design, cut the stiles
I (A), rails (B), cap and base (C),

plinth blocks (D), cleats (G), and
back (H) to the same sizes as those
for the traditional mirror. Eliminate
the dentil moldings (E) and beads
(F). As with the traditional mirror,
rip the stiles and plinth blocks to
width at the same time. With no

Shaker style
I For this design, cut the stiles
f (A). rails (B), plinth blocks (D),

cleats (G), and back (H) to the same
sizes as those for the traditional
mirror. (We used maple for this
frame.) Cut the new cap and base
(C) to size fMaterials List,/ar right].
Eliminate the dentil moldings (E)
and beads (F), and replace these

parts with the arches (I). As with the tradi-
tional mirror, rip the stiles and plinth blocks
to width and cut the rails and arches to
length at the same time.

t)Eliminate the flutes on the stiles (A).
ELeave the edges square [Drawing 5].

QFor the new cap and base (C), cut a
934x7x233la" blank. Tilt your tablesaw
blade to20", and bevel the ends and edges of
the blank [Drawings 5 and 5a]. Then rip the
cap and base to finished width. Sand the
bevels smooth.

AOn the ends of the plinth blocks (D),
'lsubstitute 3/8" chamfers for the 5/zz"
Roman ogees.

76

51/q"

Note: Dimensions
and features of parts
are the same as for
the traditional mirror
(Drawing 2) except
where shown.

ELuy out the endpoints and midpoint of
rJthe curve on each arch (I) [Drawing 5].
Connect the points with a fairing stick, and
draw the curves. Bandsaw and sand to the
lines. Finish-sand the arches and glue and
clamp them to the rails (B) in the same
manner as the dentil moldings (E) and beads
(F) of the traditional mirror.

AW. applied only a clear satin finish to
llthis frame. *

stiles

B rails 3/c, 4t/2" 153/e' O

El snnxER sryLE

Note: Dimensions and features
of parts are the same as for the
traditional mirror (Drawing 2)
except where shown.

E ropleorroM cHAMFER DETATL

Mirror design
options
Simple changes to the
traditional-style mirror on page 72
give you a choice of two additional
designs that are even easier to
build. To make the mirror frames
shown here, just follow the instruc-
tions for the traditional mirror,
making the following changes.

\ f-t5vd'1

"wF=-tr
3/a'

-7a" chamfer

J
31/q"

1

other part to cut to the same length, simply
cut the rails to finished length.

!)Eliminate the flutes on the stiles (A).
Crlnstead, rout stopped coves along the
edges [Drawing 4].

2On the ends and edges of the cap and
tfbase (C). eliminate the /s" beads, and
rout /a" coves instead.

AO" the plinth blocks (D), substittte3/s"
-lchamfers for the Roman ogees.

E W. stained this frame with Varathane
rJSummer Oak no. 206, and applied a
clear satin finish.

B* rails 3/+' 4Y2' 159/e' M

C* cap and base 3/+" 31/eu 239/e' M

C cap and base 3/+, 25/a' 229/e" O D* plinth blocK s/a, 23/+' 41/z'

D* plinth blocks 5/a" 23/qu 41/z' G cleats 1/2, 1t/2" 183/e' M

G cleats 1/2, 11/2" 193/a' O H back 1/q' 183/a" 65' H B

H back th' 18e/e" 65' HB l* arches 3/e" 31/+u 159/e' M
-Part initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

MatErials key: G-red oak, HB-tempered hardboard.
Suppf ies: #8x3/q" , #8x1", and #8x2t/z" flathead wooo
screws; #7x11/q" fine-thread pocket-hole screws; 16x60"
beveled mirror.
Bits: 45" chamfer, %" rabbet, 1/q" and %" cove router bits.

-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials key: M-maple, HB-tempered hardboard.
$uppfies: #8x3/q", #8x1", and #8x2r/2" flathead wood
screws; #7x11/t" fine-thread pocket-hole screws; 16x60"
beveled mirror.
Bits: 45'chamfer, 7e" rabbet router bits.

r/+" chamlel
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ew things say more about the quality
of a project than through-dovetail
joinery. Attractive looks aside, the

joint's interlocking pins and tails have
proven their strength and reliability in join-
ing boards end to end for more than 5,000
years. Some woodworkers get misty-eyed
when they romantrcize about cutting dove-
tails with hand tools, but you can use a
router and a commercial jig to do the job in
a fraction of the time-and typically with
more precision and airtight fit.

Dovetail jigs have a reputation for being
overpriced and overcomplicated, but is that
a fair characterrzation? To find out we
rounded up 10 jigs capable of producing
through dovetails, with prices ranging from
$50 to $330. Three jigs (the CMT300,
Craftsman 25455, and Woodline WL-RJT)
require buying accessory equiprnent to
make this joint, thus inflating their base
prices. After running each jig through rigor-
ous testing and letting the dust settle, here's
what we found.
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Despite unique features, jigs
Although the l0 jigs we tested achieve the
same end result-tighrfitting through-
dovetail j oints-these work- savers certainly
don't look the same. You use routers to cut
the pins and tails by following templates,
but that's where the similarities end. Six of
the jigs must be mounted or clamped to a
benchtop or workstand. You lock in a work-
piece with the jig's built-in clamping system,
then run the router on top of the jig, as
shown on the previous page. All six feature
either cam-clamping bars or threaded knobs
on bars, and proved adequate in our test.

The other four jigs consist of templates
mounted to either a wood block or plate,
with the workpiece clamped to the jig. Of

fit one of two styles
these, the Katie Jig, Keller, and MLCS jigs
can be used in a vise or on a benchtop for
handheld routing, or you can use them
upside down on a router table, as shown
with the Keller at right. Woodline's jig con-
sists of a phenolic and plywood base, and
works only on a router table. We prefer using
these jigs on the router table for better visi-
bility and control.

Clamping for the latter jigs proves so easy:
Just a pair of one-handed clamps safely
secure the workpiece to the jig. When rout-
ing on the router table, grip the jig body at its
ends rather than gripping the workpiece.
Katie Jig and Keller offer optional clamping
kits, but you can get by without them.

Use a spacer for equal posit ioning of the
adjustable fingers on the Leigh (shown) or
Katie Jig, or eyeball it for a hand-cut look.
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Backer board

Only the correct-size guide bushings wil l
allow you to rout perfectly matching pins
and tails that each template requires.

How do you like your pins and tails spaced?
Most of the tested jigs use a one-piece tem-
plate to space dovetails equally along the
width of the workpiece. But two-the Katie
Jig and the Leigh-allow you to arrange the
template guide fingers to create custom
spacing. This same feature also lets you set
up perfect half-pins on each end of the joint
and then space the pins between them
equally. We like this versatility. One-piece
templates offer no variability unless you
skip some slots when routing, or reposition
the jig after cutting.

Consider, too, how much function you get
for your hard-earned tool dollars: We like
the extra value of jigs that come equipped
with templates for through dovetails as well
as for half-blind dovetails and box joints,
and some even for sliding dovetails, as
shown below. The Leigh and Porter-Cable
models can create all four joints with no
need for accessories. Hartville and Rockler
jigs cut through and half-blind dovetails. All
other models require optional equipment to
cut joints other than through dovetails.

Box joint

tested jigs require guide-bushing changes
when changing bits.

Another thing to be aware of: Some guide
bushings might not fit your router. Porter-
Cable-style bushings (included with five of
the eight jigs that use guide bushings) need
an adapter for routers outfitted for other
bushing styles such as Bosch. Also, the
CMT's bushings require using its optional
subbase ($40;, or you can use your own
bushings as long as the outer diameters
match and you shorten their length to fit the
3A a" -thick template. Craftsman's bushing for
cutting pins measures .400", an odd size.
But it's made to mount only on Craftsman
routers. For other routers you'll need to buy,
from Sears, a universal subbase ($13) or a
set of Porter-Cable-style bushings that
includes the odd size.

Visibility of the cutter improves and the
chips blow away from you when routing
tai ls and pins on a router table.

mffire
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Half-bl ind dovetai l

Bushings or bearings: Which guide bits the best?
Although these jigs can look quite different,
each consists of a multiple-fingered template
or templates that you guide your router
around to shape the pins and tails. Most of
the jigs use guide bushings, as shown at
right, that mount to your router subbase or
router-table insert, but the Katie Jig and
Keller 1500 rely on bearing-guided bits, as
shown top right. With these, you simply run
the bearing along the template fingers. Ease
of setup proves the chief advantage with
these jigs because you don't have to install a
guide bushing. The downside: Replacement
bits can sometimes be difficult to find.

A guide bushing offers the advantage of
working with any replacement bit that
matches the dimensions the jig requires. But
even a slight variance in bushing diameter
can affect the fit of the joint. And five of the
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It's not "Dovetails for ldiots,t'
but help is nearby
Some manufacturers create shortcuts for the
user by putting tips and helpful markings on
their templates. Porter-Cable has numerous
tips etched into its aluminum template, as
shown/ar right. Craftsman also has molded
bit-depth settings on its jig body. The Leigh
features color-coded settings to ensure that
you're setting up for the right joint, and it
also has a precision scale for accurate and
easy adjustments.

Hartville's GFK1800 has a centering mark
on its template, shown near right,that allows
you to align your workpiece by simply find-
ing its center. No need for edge stops. We
tried this on other unmarked templates by
making our own mark and found it worked
great as well. If you don't want centered and
symmetrical pins and tails, either use a jig
with adjustable fingers or design your work-
pieces to have the desired positioning.

Eliminate the worry of getting perfectly
symmetrical pins and tails by centering your
workpiece to the template.

CMT's color-coded edge guides help you
line up your workpiece in the jig to correctly
position the pins and tails. The brown and
violet guides serve as workpiece stops for
through dovetails in W' and 3/+" stock,
respectively, on the jig's face, as indicated in
the manual. (The other colored stops work
for half-blind dovetails and box joints.) With

Porter-Gable's templates feature depth
settings for bits, width settlngs for guide
bushings, and fine-tuning directions.

these you simply position your board's edge
against the stop, put its end against the tem-
plate, and lock the clamp. Rockler, Katie
Jig, and Craftsman feature similar styles,
although not color-coded.

Tame tear-out and bit chatter for better results
Tear-out (see photo right) proved troublesome Although cut quality proved a nonissue,
on both workpiece faces with all the jigs and we found that W'-shank bits chattered far
in all materials unless we sandwiched the more than t/i'-shank bits. Leigh's 8mm bit
workpiece between sacrificial backer boards. (equivalenttos/ro") chattered some, but not as
(We cut dovetail joints in red oak, pine, Baltic much as smaller shanks. Chatter stresses the
birch plywood, and MDF.) Some jigs only bit and creates discomfort and annoyance for
have room for aW' front board, but we found the user. Porter-Cable includes t/i'-shank

that was enough to help eliminate tear-out. bits; they're optional for CMT and MLCS.

Note the effect on tear-out when using a
backer board on both faces (left) and only
one on the back face (right).

CMT300, $130 ($2SO fully
equipped for through dovetails)
888 | 268-2487; cmtusa.com

We found that the color-coded edge stops-which
help position your workpiece quickly and accu-
rately-make setup a snap. The backer boards
needed to prevent tear-out must be t/+" thicker than
the workpiece to keep the bits from cutting into the
jig. lt has lots of small parts (edge stops, template
screws) that could easily get lost. The two manu-
als (one with illustrations and one with written
instructions that refer you to the illustrations)
proved awkward; we'd prefer one manual.

woodrnagazine.corn

Craftsman 25455, $200 ($240 fully
equipped for through dovetails)
8OO | 549 -4505 ; sears.com

With quick setup and an easy-to-understand
manual, we cut perfect joints on this jig in practi-
cally no time. The jig body and templates consist
of high-impact polystyrene. The molded bit stops
speed up the setup process, with only a little fine-
tuning needed. lt's one of two jigs that can work on
l"thick stock. But the hassle of using two guide
bushings (one an odd size) that fit only Craftsman
routers or the optional subbase detracts from an
otherwise quality product.

Hartville GfKl800, $250, fully
equipped for through dovetails
8OO | 345 -2396 ; hartvi I letool.com

This 18" jig's assembly time took the longest in our
test, just over one hour. Similar to older stamped
steel jigs, this one features better clamping, with
square tubing and cam-action levers, and a
powder-coated body to resist slippage. The manual
says little about through dovetails, so we learned
by intuition and trial and error. The GFK1800 is
available as a half-blind jig only for $150. Hartville
also has a 12"-long model (GFK1200, $100 base
price, plus $1 45 in th rou gh-dovetail accessories).
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Katie fig Kf 12000002, $260, fully
equipped for through dovetails
31 7/881 -8601 ; katiejig.com

It took longer to read the manual than to cut the first
dovetail with this unit. lt came out of the box fully
assembled, with backer board installed, and we
completed a joint in only seven minutes, with no
need to adjust for a perfect fit. The edge stops work
great at positioning the workpiece, and it required a
s/sz" Allen wrench (included) to remove the 1" spac-
ers. The optional handles for router-table use seem
unnecessary since you can hold it by its body.

Keller 1500 Journeyman, $160, fully
equipped for through dovetails
800/995-2456 ; kellerdovetail.com

Cutting through dovetails doesn't get much simpler
than with this 15" jig. There's very little setup, and
only slight adjustments the first time you use it.
You also can cut dovetails for angled joints with
this jig. Buy the optional small-bit set ($65) to cre-
ate scaled-down through dovetails, or the box-joint
bit set ($32) for traditional box joints-both with
the same Journeyman template. The only down-
side to this jig is it won't cut half-blinds.

Leigh D1600, $330, fully equipped
for through dovetails
800/663-8932; leighjigs.com

Although it looks complicated, this jig proved easy
to understand and use, thanks to the best manual
in the field and the included DVD. As5embly took
27 minutes, with just another 9 minutes needed to
turn out a tight joint. An included reducer allows
you to use the 8mm-shank bits in a t/2" collet. Also
available as options are finger-joint templates
($2001 and Leigh's lsoloc template set ($340) for
hearts, clovers, bears, keys, waves, and ellipses.
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NOTES:
1. (B) Benchtop

(W) Workpiece-mounted

2. (B) Box joints
(E) Exotic joints
(H) Half-blind dovetails
(S) Sliding dovetails
(T) Through dovetails

3. (D) Dovetailbit
(G) Guide bushing
(S) Straight bit
(T) Template

4. (A) Aluminum
(H) High-density polyethylene
(P) Phenolic

(PS) High-impact polystyrene
(S) Steel
(Z) Zinc alloy

5. (B) Bearing
(G) Guide bushing

6. (N/A) Uses bearing-guided bits, not guide
bushinos.

(.) %" bits also available
(**) t/"" bits also available

(.) Spiral bit

(.) t/e" minimum thickness when using
ootional small bit set

(.) 1" with rabbeted pins
(**) Manufacturer plans to offer templates

and bits that will machine through dovetails
in %" stock.

(U) Unlimited

12. (-) Template also available with 1"-wide tails
and oins 2" on center.

14. (N/A) Preset by manufacturer. No front or back
adjustments available.

Alternate bits
Box-joint template
Clamp kit
Exotic joint templates
Guide bushings
Handles for router{able use
Half-blind dovetail bit
Half-blind dovetail template
Collet reducer
Router subbase

13. I Excellent
l B l  G o o d
! rair

15. (AB)
(B)
(c)
(E)
(G)
(H)

(HB)
(HT)
(R)
(s)

7.

L

L

10 .
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MLCS 87L2, $50, fully equipped
for through dovetails
800/533-9298 ; mlcswoodworking.com

Similar to the Keller in its design, this jig proved
more difficult to set up and fine-tune, taking three
test cuts to get it right. Nevertheless, once we
zeroed it in, it turned out great-fitting joints. The
instruction sheet could be better illustrated. lf you
prefer wider tails and pins, choose MLCS model
8713 for the same price, or get either model with
tZ"-shank bits. Pretty simple once tuned in, and an
unbeatable price.

Porter-Cable 4212, $160, fully
equipped for through dovetails
888/848-51 75 ; porter-cable.com

Essentially a revamped haltblind jig, this model
excels at all joints. With so many helpful hints
etched onto the templates and jig body, you almost
don't need the manual (which proves very good as
well). lt's one of only two jigs that will machine
stock up to 1" thick. Replacements for the unusual-
dimension bits ($16 for the tslsz" straight bit; $22
for the 1z/sz" dovelail bit) will prove difficult to find
from sources other than the manufacturer.

Rockler 23882, $140, fully
equipped for through dovetails
800 | 27 I - 4441 ; rockler.com

This jig includes everything you need to cut half-
blinds and through dovetails. lt features sturdy
cam-clamping power and adju'sts easily when
finetuning the fit of a joint. Rockler's bits had the
longest shanks in the test, resulting in the most
chatter. (Rockle/s Steve Krohmer told us they will
be replacing in the first quarter of 2007 lheir t/t"-
shank bits with 8mm shanks, which should reduce
chatter. A reducer tot 1/z" collets will be included.)

WoodlineWt-RJT, $180 ($20? fully equipped for through dovetails)
8OO I 47 2-6950 ; woodl ine.com

Originally designed to cut decorative (hearts, keys)
and box joints in small boxes, this jig has grown
into a fully functional multi-joint unit. The through
dovetails we cut with it needed very little fine-
tuning. You get a lot of versatility with this jig by
being able to add new templates from the many

available. You also get a DVD to help guide you.
Two downsides: You have to buy the optional half-
blind (for the pins) and through templates, and
those limit you to %"thick stock. (Woodline's
Wayne Sutter told us they will have templates and
bits for 3/+" stock available by January 2007.)

Before buying one of these jigs, consider
what you want to do with it. Given that all
the jigs create good joints and all but one of
the jigs cost $130 or more, we recommend
that you get the most bang for your buck:
Buy a jig that makes more joints than just
through dovetails. (A separate half-blind
dovetail jig will cost you another $100 or
more.) Also, get a jig that will be just as easy
to remember and use even if you let it sit idle
for a year.

That kind of versatility, coupled with
exceptional performance, is what grabs Top
Tool honors for the Leigh D1600. Although
the priciest, nonetheless it executed clean,
snug-fitting dovetails on accommodating
16" templates. And though we'd prefer bear-
ing-guided bits instead of its guide bushings,
the D1600's set of standard and optional

templates made it impressively useful for a
variety ofjoints.

The Porter-Cable 4212 follows closely
behind the Leigh in performance-selling
for $170 less but lacking variable spacing,
and earning a Top Value award. Keller's
1500 cuts through dovetails simply, quickly,
and accurately, but for the same money
lacks the Porter-Cable's versatility.

The MLCS 8712 shares Top Value honors
with the Porter-Cable. Despite a couple of
minor inconveniences and the fact that it
only turns out through dovetails, the 8712
does a respectable job for only $50. lF

Written by Bob Hunter with Pat Lowry
lllustrations by Roxanne LeMoine

See more Tool Reuiews at:
woodmagazine.com/reuiews 
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G,HB,HT AB,B,S,SB,T,TB L $1 30

B,G,H8,HT,TG,S,SB,TBU L $200
G,HB,HT,SB,T,TBB U 1 $250.

SB,TB B,C,H , U 1 $260
SB,T,TB AB, C U 1 $1 60

G,HB,R,SB,TBAB,E,V CA $330

G,SB,T,TB CH 'l $50
B,G,HB,HT,SB,T,TB UN 1 $1 60

G,HB,HT,SB,T,TB T 1 $1 40

E,G,HB,SB,TBAB,E,HT, T U $1 80

(SB) Straight bit
[) Through-dovetail template

(TB) Through-dovetail bit
(V) Vacuum attachment

16. (CA) Canada
(CH) China

(l) ltaly
[I) Taiwan
(U) United States

17.

18 (.) Hartville kit #30073TD
Prices cunent at time of article production
and do not include shipping, where applicable.
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just-right joinery

2 easy
lnitclt-free
frarne
joints
Turn to these two
techniques for striking,
sturdy corners that don't
demand meticulous miters.

iscut mitered frame pieces can
happen despite fine-tuning
vour mitersaw or tablesaw

miter gauge. A measly half-degree error
multiplied by eight equals unsightly V-gaps
all around. Thankfully, hassle-free
alternatives exist. Our no-miter mirror on
page 72 shows one approach using pocket-
hole screws. Here are two more: doweled
butt joints and halfJap joints. Both
eliminate the need for angle-cuts, add
strength for heavy-duty framing jobs, and
offer eye-catching good looks.

Decorate with dowels
Although doweled joints also demand
precision, careful layout and a decent
doweling jig quickly solve this problem.
(See Sources.) In addition to reinforcing
butt joints, dowels add an artful touch to
frame sides when left exposed. Another
advantage of doweled butt joints over
miters: you can join rails and stiles of
different widths [Photo A].

Start by cutting the stiles and rails to
their finished dimensions. Then label the
parts, and letter each joint on both pieces.
With the end of the stile flush with the rail
edge, use a square and fine pencil to mark
lines across the joint where you want each
dowel [Photo B]. (If you use ajig with
preset dowel spacing, mark just one line
per joint for the dowel closest to the end.)

If your finished frame requires a rabbet
along the back inside edges to hold glass
and artwork or a mirror, first rabbet the
rails along their entire lengths. Dry-
assemble the frame upside down on a flat

surface, and use the rail rabbets to mark
the stopped rabbet locations on the stiles.
Then rout those stopped rabbets, squaring
off the corners with a chisel.

Secure a stile in your wood vise. Position
the doweling jig to center a dowel hole on
one of your marks, and drill a hole just
longer than half the depth of the dowel
pin's length [Photo G]. Repeat for

'a ;.
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Doweled butt joint

remaining dowel locations on both the
stiles and the ends of the rails.

To extend dowels through the stiles to
expose the dowel ends for a decorative
effect, remove the jig and use the holes as
guides to drill through each stile. Add a
scrapwood backer block to prevent tear-out
[Photo D]. Cut dowels about Vz" longer

continued on page 84
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just-right ioinery

than the combined depth of the hole in the
rail and the width of the stile.

Allow air and excess glue to escape as
you tap in the dowel by using the corner of
a chisel or a saw to cut a glue-relief groove
to within l" of one end [Photo E]. Drip
enough glue into the holes to cover the
sides by spreading it with a nail or screw
[Photo F], and apply glue to the €nds to be
joined. Then immediately tap the dowels
into place through the stile and into the
rail, grooved end first fPhoto G].

After two hours, saw the dowels flush
with the edges. To enhance the contrast
between dowels and the surrounding wood
(see opening photo on page 82), wipe on
boiled linseed oil or Danish oil before
applying a film finish.

For a decorative variation on this dowel
jointtop right, add splines to the dowel
tips. Cut dowels Va" Ionger than the holes in
both pieces, and add glue-relief grooves.
Bandsaw a notch Vz" deep into the top end.
Next, bandsaw a spline blank of contrasting
wood and sand it to fit within the notch to
form a slight wedge [Photo H]. Glue the
wedge in place and trim off the excess.
Then glue and drive the dowels into place
with the splines running parallel with each
other and parallel or perpendicular to the
grain. Allow two hours for the glue to dry,
then flush-cut the splined dowels.

Rout half-lap joints
Half-laps lack the mechanical connection
of a doweled butt joint, but they make up
for it through the strength of their face-to-
face glue bond that usually outlasts the
surrounding wood under stress. We'llmake

I, ' . .= : , ' . :  *
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this simple joint on a router table with a l"
straight bit for clean, flat, joint facbs seldom
possible using a tablesaw dado blade.

Dimension the stiles and rails to a
uniform thickness and width before cutting
them to length. Save the cut-offs to test
your router bit settings later. Then, chuck a
straight bit into your router and set its
height to half the thickness of your frame
pieces. Make test cuts and adjust the bit
height until the faces of the two cut-offs are
flush with each other [Photo l].

Now set aside your scrap pieces and rout
several shallow passes on your workpieces.
To do this, repeatedly step back your
router-table fence [Photo J] until the length
of the half-lap comes to within Vq" of the
mating workpiece width. Before routing
the final pass, place and offset the mating
workpieces along the fence to set the exact
fence distance from the edge of the bit
[Photo K]. Then make your final passes on
both ends of each piece [Photo L] using a
backer block to eliminate tear-out.

tr
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Dry-assemble the frame pieces on a flat
surface to check for a tight fit lPhoto M]. If
you plan to rabbet the back for art and glass
oL mirror, start by routing rabbets no
deeper than half the thickness of your
workpieces along the entire length of the
rails. Make at least two passes to reduce
tear-out. Then dry-assemble the pieces and

use the rabbets to mark the stops fbr
rabbeting the stiles. Make the stopped
rabbets lPhoto N] and square the rounded
corners using a chisel.

Next, glue and clamp the pieces. Half--
laps help pieces square with each other, but
check all four corners of your glue-up with
a square to ensure 90o corners. Q

$ources
Doweling j igs. Premium Doweling Jig no. 124315, $60
(Woodcraft, 8001225-1 1 53 or woodcraft.com).
Dowelmax kit with /a" drill guides, $239 (Dowelmax,
877/986-9400 or dowelmax.com).
Edgeto-Edge Doweling Jig no, 109-142, $22
(Woodworke/s Supply, 800/645-9292 or woodworker.com).
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TheWorld's Best
l6"Dovetail lig.

. perfect through, half-blind and sliding dovetails . fully adjustable spacing of pins and tails

.  inc ludes three bi ts  and one guidebush .  opt ional  templates for  box and lsoloc io ints
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scrapurood project

l|l" begin, make five copies of one of
I the animal figures from the

I WOOD Patterns@ insert on pzge
89. Select a species of wood or use those
we did. Contrasting colors or
complementary species (for exainple,
similar tight-grained woods like maple,
cherry, and aspen) produce the best
appearances for the intarsia tops.

Gut out the boxes first
For each box you'll need four 4Vzx4Vz"
.blanks (the orca, however, requires 4Vzx6"
blanks) in these thicknesses: lid and
bottom, 3/to";box,3/q"; and the backer for
attaching the intarsia pieces, %" plywood.
(For best color match, cut blanks for the
lid, box, and bottom from the same board.)
See the drawing at right for reference on
assembling the layers.

Using double-faced tape, adhere the lid
blank to one face of the box blank, and
attach one pattern with spray adhesive to
the other face of the box blank. Drill a tAa"
hole inside the dotted line in a corner, then
cut along that dotted line using a #5 blade
in your scrollsaw. Leave the pattern
attached to the box blank, but remove the
lid and set it aside.

keepsak
boxes I

Turn your scrap
into great gifts.

g
@

i

Now glue and clamp the bottom blank to
the bottom of the box. After the glue dries,
attach the %"-thick plywood blank to the
bottom blank with double-faced tape.
Scrollsaw the outer shape along the solid
lines on the pattern. Remove the plywood.
Sand away any imperfections on the box
sides using a small file and fine-grit
sandpaper.

Now for the intarsia parts
Cut out each of the intarsia parts from the
patterns, staying about t/+" outside the lines.
Attach each pattern piece to your stock
with spray adhesive, then cut them out on
the scrollsaw about Vzz" larger than the
pattern line. (We made the bear's snout
from Vz"-thick stock and its nose from 5/a"
stock so they would protrude from the face.
The mouth is a saw kerf cut after drilling
out the hole for the nose. We also made the
bear's inner ears t/q" thick so they would be
recessed. All other parts are %" thick.)

Hold the small parts with double-faced
tape on a small length of scrapwood. Sand
each piece to the line on a l"-wide strip
sander or spindle sander. Dry-assemble the
intarsia parts and test their fit on one copy
of the pattern.

3/'16"

s/o" bottom
glued to box
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After all the pieces fit together, sand
their top edges to the desired contours, as
shown near right (The eyes of the frog are
cut, fitted, and glued together before
contouring.) After contouring all the
pieces, glue them to the plywood only
while fitting tightly together. Use hand
pressure to hold the pieces in place for l-2
minutes, keeping them tight and aligned.

After the glue dries, sand a 45o bevel on
the plywood edge, as shown atfar right,
with a strip sander. Use a small file or
emery board to get into tight corners. (This
reveal makes it easier to grip and remove
the box lid when completed.)

To align and attach the lid to the
plywood, first make three spacers to sit
inside the box. The tops of these spacers
must be s/s" fromthe box bottom to allow
the recessed lid to rest on them while
sitting flush with the box top. Place the lid
onto the spacers, spread glue onto the lid,
and press the plywood onto the lid. Sand
the project with a 320-grit sanding sponge,
then remove all dust with compressed air.
Finish with three coats of spray lacquer. I

woodrnagazine.com

Sanding
spindle\\+

To keep small parts from falling Into the
throat around the spindle, add an auxiliary
tabletop made of hardboard or plywood.

Project design: August Garyl

When beveling the plywood at 45o, avoid
sanding the edges of the intarsia pieces. An
auxiliary table covers the throat opening.
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Don't let a cold garage take a bite out of your
woodworking or home fix-it projects. Handle all
your handiwork in shirt-sleeved comfoft with a
Hot Dawg@ garage heater from Modine.

o Hush-puppy quiet warmth from natural or propane gas.
. Lightweight, easily installs only 1" from ceiling.
o New separated-combustion units use outside air for:

- Greater heating efficiency,
- Increased durability in dusty, dirty or humid workspaces.

You don't have to go fur to find a Hot Dawg. For a free brochure
and the location of your nearest Hot Dawg source, fetch your
phone and call: 888-288-4991
www. mod i ne.com/hotdawg

;$ourlne
@ Modine Manufacturing Company, 2006.

Hot Dawg@ and the Hot Dawg logo are registered
trademarks of Modine Manufacturing Gompany.

a.-t-;
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Dear Reader: As a service to you, we've included full-size patterns
on this insert for irregular-shaped and intricate project parts. You can
machine all other project parts using the Materials List and the drawings
accompanying the project you're building.

oCopyright Mercditr Gorporation,2@7. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A. Meredith
Corp., the publisher of WOOD Pattems, allows the purchaser of tris pattem insert to phe
tocopy these patterns solely br personal use. Any other reproduction of these patterns is
strictly prohibited.
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lntarsia
Keepsake

Boxes,
Page 86

Pattern llne for
outside of box

MATERIAL KEY
A I aspen
C I cherry
M I maple
RO I red oak
W I walnut
WO I white oak
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safety: real-life lessons

how to
Prevent mitersaw

kickback
The incident

y dadwas remodeling his
bathroom, and I offered to
install some crown molding for

him. After bevel-cutting afront piece using
my compound mitersaw, I needed a 2"-long
side piece. I bevel-cut one end of a 3"-long
piece and marked the other endfor a 90"
cut. Holding the piece against the saw fence
with my right hand, I cut the piece with my
left, and immediately raised the saw with
the blade spinning-a BIG mistake! The
teeth caught the bottom of the piece,
resulting in a violent kickback and deep cut
halfway along my indexfinger (the
important "trigger" finger in my job as a
police fficer). I don't know if it was the
blade orflying piece that cut me-it
happened that fast.

Not wanting to lose time going to the
hospital, I stitched the wound myself
(something I've done afew times before).
Fortunately, my finger healed fine.
Unfortunately, I learned an important
s afety le s s on...the hard w ay.

-Rodney Wolfington, Arlington, Wash.

The woodworker
Rodney has served as a

.police officer for 13 years
in the Seattle area. To help
unwind, he spends time in
his shop building cabinets
and furniture. He has about
woodworking experience.

nine years of

The warning signs
From watching others,
Rodney learned the unsafe
habit of lifting the mitersaw
head with the blade running,
which creates a risk for kickback. Another
factor: He used his hand as a holddown
when cutting a very short workpiece,
placing his fingers dangerously close to
the blade.

/.:.
.',ft'.'4

,, . j 'v '

I

The lessons
The next time you find yourself at the
mitersaw, follow these pointers to ensure
safe operation:
I When completing a cut, always release
the power switch and wait for the blade to
stop before raising the mitersaw head.
I Firmly hold or clamp the workpiece
tightly against the saw table and fence.
I Never place your hands in the saw's
tablehazard zone [Photo A].
I If you must cut a short piece, make sure
you use clamps to secure it, thereby keeping
your hands out of the danger area. When
you cannot securely clamp the piece,
temporarily adhere it to a carrier board
lPhoto Bl.
I Avoid cutting from short pieces. Plan
your work so you cut short parts to finished
length from longer stock.

Always keep your hands out of the saw's
table hazard zone-typically about 6" on
either side of the blade. Symbols or lines
identify the zone on most saws.

I Never assume that other woodworkers
whom you've observed know how to
safely operate power equipment. Read your
tool manuals and safety instructions to
make sure you know all of the correct
operating procedures and rules. JF

Opening illustration: Melanie Powell

Earn $100 for your story
Help other readers work safely by
sharing a personal shop-related mishap
or near miss. Send a detailed descrip-
tion of the incident (about 150 words)
along with photos or illustrations and
a daytime phone number, to: Safety:
Real Life Lessons, WOOD Maga-
zine, 1716 Locust St., LS-221, Des
Moines, lA 50309-3023. Or e-mail us at
safety @ woodmagazine.com.

To safely cut a small piece that you cannot
easily clamp, adhere it to a carrier board with
double-faced tape. Then clamp the carrier
board tightly against the table and fence.
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roven
These woodworking wares passed our shop trials.

sho

upgrade your old jointer with a new spiral head
From power tools to computers, nothing
irritates me more than saving up to buy a
dream machine and then learning of a new
technology breakthrough. Shortly after I
bought my straighrknife 6" jointer, models
started coming with spiral cutterheads that
shear the stock for less tear-out on figured
woods. Rather than invest in a new
machine, I decided to try an aftermarket
spiral cutterhead from Sunhill Machinery.

Unlike the spiral cutterheads that come
on many 6"- and 8" jointers these days
(with dozens of square carbide cutters), the
Sunhill spiral cutterhead uses flexible
high-speed steel knives that conform to the
spiral knife slots. This makes the
cutterhead cut with an action more akin to
the industrial cutterheads that inspired
spiral heads in consumer machines.

Before replacing my straight
cutterhead-which had a fresh set of
knives-I pulled out a piece of curly white
oak and face-jointed it. Not surprisingly,
the wild grain tore out badly. (That's why I
typically machine this wood with a drum
sander, removing a tedious Vu" at a time).

Next, I swapped out my old cutterhead
for the new, about a 2O-minute job. I did
notice that the pulley on the Sunhill spiral

cutterhead didn't align perfectly with my
jointer's drive pulley, but it didn't affect
performance. Once again, I face-jointed
some curly white oak and, although
not completely tear-out-free, the
little bit of tear-out that occurred
was shallow enough to
remove with a few passes
on my drum sander.
That's a huge
improvement.

Replacing the
three strip knives
takes only 20 minutes,
and they self-index into
a groove in the cutterhead. I
pulled the knives out and then
replaced them in a random
fashion, and the cut was every bit
as smooth as the one before.

The Sunhill spiral cutterhead has
economy on its side, too: just $19 for a set
of no-fuss disposable knives, and the
cutterhead itself costs about half of what
square-insert spiral cutterheads cost.
Sunhill also sells replacement spiral
cutterheads for 8" jointers, as well as 15"
and20" planers.

-Tested by Jeff Meftz

roducts

Spiral jointer cutterheads
Performance * * * * *
Price $150 for 6" jointers, (replacement

knives, $19); $ZgO for g,' jointers,
(replacement knives, $30)

Sunhil l  Machinery
800/929-4321 ; sunhillmachinery.com

Lee Valley router bits cut lots of screw slots
The typical method of forming expansion
slots to allow for seasonal wood movement
(drilling a row of holes and then using a
file or chisel to remove the material
between) offends my sense of craftsman-
ship, because the slots are always ragged.
And when the screw heads must be
recessed to allow clearance for, say, a
drawer, you have to drill holes for an
elongated counterbore, clean it up with a
chisel, and then form the slot, centered in
the counterbore. It's a lot of mess.

Screw-Slot bits use your plunge router to
create slots with a counterbore (model
16J11.70) or a countersink (model 16J11.60)
in one smooth operation. Both /2"-shank
bits fit #8 screws, and each is designed to
work in maximum 3/q"-thick material.
(You'll get a V+"-deep counterbore when
plungi ng through 3/q" -thick material.)

I chucked one of the Screw-Slot bits into
my router and set the plunge depth to t3/ro".
Guiding the router against a straightedge, I
simply plunged the bit into rhe workpiece
and moved it back and forth to form a
screw slot. It cut quickly and smoothly
without chatter. At first, I plunged the bit
completely before moving it to form the
length of the slot, but noticed burning at
the entry. Working the router back and
forth while gradually plunging eliminated
burning, and it seemed to cut easier.

Unlike an ordinary straight bit, Screw
Slot bit tips are pointed for plunging. A flat
washer under the head of a panhead screw,
as shown at right in the photo, seems to be
the most foolproof method of ensuring
bind-free movement. So for my $27.50, I'd i
get just the counterbore bit. :

Screw-Slot bits
Performance * * * * *
Price

Lee Valley Tools
800/871 -81 58; leevalley.com

$27.50

continued on page 98

96

-Tested by Jan Svec i
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shop-proven products

First-class mortis€-ilnd-tenon joints in seconds
Many woodworkers shy away from
mortise-and-tenon joinery because the
parts can be time-consuming to cut. And if
they don't mate precisely, it requires even
more time and effort to correct the fit.
Leigh Industries' FMT (Frame Mortise and
Tenon) jig helps rout both parts of the joint
so easily and accurately, you'll almost
forget about its price tag.

At first glance, the FMT looks
complicated and intimidating-the owner's
manual runs 126 pages long-but it really
isn't. The FMT system consists of the
tablelike fixture, shown below right,that
holds the workpiece; a set of #2O-biscuit-
size interchangeable router guides; and a
subbase that mounts to virtually any plunge
router. (It took me about 30 minutes to
install the subbase on my old Ryobi l-hp
router. But with that done, it takes only
seconds to remove or reinstall it. so I still
can use my router for other chores.)

That subbase has two guide pins on the
bottom. One rides in a permanent slot on
top of the fixture; the other runs
either in the slot of the router guide
(when routing the mortise) or around
the perimeter of the guide (when
routing the tenon). You use the same
upcut spiral bit and cutting depth to
machine both parts of the joint.

I like the slide-away centering sight
that perfectly aligns the rnortise or
tenon. The first joint I made with the
FMT fit so well that when I pulled it
apart, it made a "pop!" like a cork
coming out of a bottle. That's a little
too perfect for a glue joint, so I
tweaked the fit with the on-board
adjustment knob that resizes the joint
components in .001" increments. A
couple of clicks later, I remachined

The FMT comes with five guides that
will make more than 20 sizes of mortises
and tenons using only the %0" spiral bit
that comes with the system. You can buy
additional guide sets and make different
adjustments to stops on the fixture to create
an almost infinite variety of mortise-and-
tenon joints, including angled joints, in
workpieces up to 3" thick andlVl'wide.

In the space allowed for this report, I?ve
only scratched the surface of the'FMT's
capabilities. I'd encourage you to visit
Leigh's Web site to learn more. It may be
more jig than many woodworkers need
(ust as a Mercedes is more car than I
need), but what a sweet ride it is. ||

-Tested by Paul McClannahan

FMT Mortise-and-Tenon Jig
i Performance * * * * *

Price

Leigh Industries
800/663-8932; leighjigs.com

$8oo

the pieces to a just-right fit. 
.^_{,@;-,
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fixing workshop goofs
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C)ption 3 Machine a shallow groove
through the goof, wide enough to remove it
entirely. Glue in a strip of wood, with
matching grain and color, that's slightly
thicker than the groove depth, as shown
below right. Trim it with a hand plane and
then sand it smooth. (You also can remove

Use a cutoff from your workpiece or find a
board with closely matching grain, and then
cut a plug to f i l l the errant hole.

extra material to make a rabbet, which you
then patch in the same manner. This
creates one fewer seam on the face but adds
one on the edge.) Even if you can't match
the grain perfectly, at worst this type of
patch will look like boards joined edge to
edge in a glued-up panel.

When patching a groove, orient the grain of
the filler strip in the same direction as that of
the workpiece.

patching misplaced holes
Although your first reaction might be to scrap a board after
boring a hole in the wrong place, try these tips for repairing it first.

6erhaps more than any other

]J workshop goof, a hole accidentally
- drilled in the wrong place proves
difficult to repair because a circular patch
often creates a stark contrast to the board's
grain. But you can make these repairs
practically invisible. Here's how.

Three fixes for
partial-depth holes
If you catch the error before you bore
through a workpiece, you're in luck.
Partial-depth holes, such as those shown
above, prove less troublesome to repair
than through holes. You have the following
choices:
Optiorr I Because you've drilled into only
one face of your workpiece, you might be
able to simply flip it over and make the
opposite face your good face, provided it
doesn't diminish the project's appearance.
Option 2 Repair holes by plugging them
with matching wood, preferably a cutoff of
the board from which you cut your
workpiece. Use a plug cutter-one that cuts
tapered plugs for a tighter, less-noticeable
repair ssnm-fs create a patch, as shown
near right You'll find plug cutters in many
sizes up to 1" in diameter. While a dowel
might patch this same hole tightly, its end
grain will contrast with the face grain,
especially when it absorbs more finish than
the surrounding workpiece grain.
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Through holes: tough
to fix, but not impossible
Once you've gone all the way through a
workpiece with a mispositioned hole,
you have two options:
Option 1 Plug the hole with similar
wood as described in Option2 on page
l04.Use a tapered cutter to cut two
plugs-each measuring less than half of
the workpiece thickness so they don't
bottom out against each other. Match
the grain direction and glue them in
from opposite faces, as shown below.

Patching a through hole with two plugs
allows you to match the grain better on
each workpiece face.

Option 2 Machine away a rectangular
section from your workpiece to remove
the goof, and replace it with a similar
piece of wood, as shown below.Take
great care to match the grain so it will
blend in with the workpiece. This
technique will be more difflcult to
match end grain in species with
pronounced grain such as oak, ash, and
zebrawood. In that case, simply rip the
workpiece along its entire length to
remove the goof, then replace it with a
matching board, again producing the
look of a glued-up panel. Jl

Rather than fill a large hole with a non-
tapered plug, you'll find it easier to hide a
rectangular patch in your workpiece.
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centet yout
subbase
Eliminate milling
mistakes with
this fail-safe fix.

f you don't accurately set up your
router's subbase, everything you
machine with it mav be flawed. Never

does this ring true more than when using a
guide bushing on your router for precise
work, such as routing dovetails on a jig. But
by centering your router's subbase to its
collet with a centering cone, such as those
shown below, you reduce the potential for
error. Here's how to do it.

Use a centerinq cone for
perfect subbas-e setup
If your router didn't come with a centering
cone, you'll first need to get one. Bosch,
MLCS, and Bench Dog sell them as
accessories. DeWalt's 616 and 618 routers
and Ridgid's R2930 include a cone; they
are not sold as accessories. All these cones
will work in most routers, but some might
be tight between the collet and subbase.

Once you have a centering cone, the six
simple steps at right will get the job done.

i *

Bench
Dog

The Ridgid/DeWalt cones are reversible onto
their shafts. They, the Bosch, and the MLCS
can be used for lc" and t/z" collets. The
Bench Dog fits only !2" collets.

t
Bosch

il
MLCS

1. Loosen the screws that
hold the subbase to the
router base. Turn the
subbase to see how much it
can move. The red marks
on the masking tape were
aligned at first, indicating
the amount of movement.
2.Install a guide
bushing-one with the
largest diameter you have
on hand but not exceeding
the size of the cone-into the subbase.
Although you can use the larger cones to
center the subbase without a guide bushing,
there's no guarantee the center opening or
the outer circumference of the subbase is
perfectly round. Use a bushing to achieve
the most accurate setup. Also, when
routing along a straightedge after centering
the subbase, maintain the same point of
contact with the straightedge.
3. Chuck the centering cone into the
collet-through the bushing-and snug it
by hand. (The MLCS and Bench Dog
cones mount below the guide bushing.)

4. Loosen your router's height adjustment,
and then raise or lower the motor until the
cone makes contact evenly around the
guide bushing's rim.
5. Lock the height adjustment.
6. Tighten the subbase screws, as shown in
the photo at the top of this page. Remove
the centering cone. I

Sources
Bosch centering cone, model RA1150, $5,866/597-3850 or
ToolBarn.com.
Bench Dog cone with guide bushing adapter, model40-015,
$22, 877 | 495-8665 or northwestpowertools.com.
MLCS centering cone, part #9054, $6, 800/533-9298 or
mlcswoodworking.com,

Ridgid/DeWalt
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vnhatts ahead
A look inside the May issue (on sale March 20)

Projects for indoors arrd orrt
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Open design, basic joinery (biscuib and screws), and minimal
wood make this prqect easy on your eyes, time, and checkbook.

Trim routers
We tested 11 models and found they do much
more than trim laminates. Now, we rank them
among the handiest machines in the shop.

Pagoda box
A distinctly Asian
influence seb apart
this small keepsake
container. Simple but
clever jigs make the lid
easy to bandsaw and
sand to final shape.

Garden structure
Using only portable
tools, you can build
and install this
masterpiece in a
weekend. Simple
modifications make
it an eye-catching
privacy screen.

4 easy oak finishes
These no-fuss applications-water-based stains and
film finishes, a new translucent metallic finish, an oil
finish, and ebonizing-give oak extraordinary looks.

Free found wood
Own a bandsaw? lf so, you can make
speckcularly grained boards for next to
nothing. Here's how one woodworker does it.

Caterpillar pull toy
Kids will delight in tugging about this colorful, wiggly

Get great r{esults arnd save brrclcs with these tips

Display shelves
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